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Galois Deformation Ring and Barsotti-Tate Representations in the Relative Case
Abstract
In this thesis, we study finite locally free group schemes, Galois deformation rings, and
Barsotti-Tate representations in the relative case. We show three independent but related
results, assuming p > 2.
First, we give a simpler alternative proof of Breuil’s result on classifying finite flat group
schemes over the ring of integers of a p-adic field by certain Breuil modules [5]. Second,
we prove that the locus of potentially semi-stable representations of the absolute Galois
group of a p-adic field K with a specified Hodge-Tate type and Galois type cuts out a
closed subspace of the generic fiber of a given Galois deformation ring, without assuming
that K/Qp is finite. This is an extension of the corresponding result of Kisin when K/Qp
is finite [19]. Third, we study the locus of Barsotti-Tate representations in the relative
case, via analyzing certain extendability of p-divisible groups. We prove that when the
ramification index is less than p 1, the locus of relative Barsotti-Tate representations cuts
out a closed subspace of the generic fiber of a Galois deformation ring, if the base scheme
is 2-dimensional satisfying some conditions. When the ramification index is greater than
p  1, we show that such a result does not hold in general.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
A remarkable relationship between representations of the absolute Galois group of a number
field and algebraic geometry has been predicted by Fontaine-Mazur conjecture [14]. It
predicts that any global irreducible p-adic Galois representation which is potentially semi-
stable at primes dividing p and unramified outside finitely many places is a subquotient
of the p-adic cohomology of algebraic variety, up to Tate twist. The conjecture holds for
1-dimensional case essentially by class field theory and the theory of CM abelian varieties,
and most of the 2-dimensional cases have been proved by the works of Kisin [20] and
Emerton [10] based on modularity lifting theorems.
Mazur showed that the moduli spaces of Galois representations are represented by
universal deformation rings [30]. To understand which Galois representations come from
algebraic geometry, it is essential to study the sub-moduli spaces which parametrize those
with certain p-adic Hodge theoretic conditions. For example, Kisin proved that the locus of
representations which are potentially semi-stable with a given Hodge-Tate type and Galois
type cuts out a closed subscheme of the generic fiber of the universal deformation ring [19],
and studied this subspace to prove his result in [20] for the 2-dimensional case.
On the other hand, little has been studied in this direction for the Galois groups of higher
dimensional rings of arithmetic interest over number fields. For a smooth proper geomet-
rically connected scheme of finite type over a p-adic field, the moduli space of continuous
representations of the e´tale fundamental group is represented by a universal deformation
ring [30]. A main part of this thesis is the study of the sub-moduli space of Barsotti-Tate
representations in the relative case.
Let K be a p-adic field, and let X be a (formally) smooth geometrically connected
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scheme over the ring of integers OK . We assume p > 2 throughout. Denote by G the e´tale
fundamental group of X ⇥OK K. We say that a Qp-representation V is Barsotti-Tate if
there exists a p-divisible group GX over X such that Tp(GX )⌦ZpQp ⇠= V as representations
of G, where Tp(GX ) denotes the Tate module associated to GX . For a Zp-representation L
of G, we say it is Barsottti-Tate if L⌦Zp Qp is Barsotti-Tate. Barsotti-Tate representations
are of particular interest since they are crystalline having Hodge-Tate weights in {0, 1}
in the sense of [6], and moreover when X = SpecOK any crystalline representation of
Hodge-Tate weights in {0, 1} is Barsotti-Tate [18]. We study the locus of Barsotti-Tate
representations via studying torsion representations which are quotients of Barsotti-Tate
representations and applying the Schlessinger’s criterion [33]. More precisely, we study the
following question which is slightly stronger than asking whether being Barsotti-Tate is a
Zariski-closed condition.
Question 1.1. Let L be a Zp-representation of G such that L/pn is a quotient of Barsotti-
Tate Zp-representations for all positive integers n. Then is L a Barsotti-Tate representa-
tion?
As stated in the next section, we prove that when the ramification index e forK is small,
Question 1.1 has an a rmative answer for X of dimension 2 satisfying certain assumptions.
As a corollary, we prove in this case that the locus of Barsotti-Tate representations cuts
out a closed subscheme. When e is large, we show that there exist counter-examples even
in the most simple relative cases. Since we naturally obtain from a representation of G a
family of representations of the absolute Galois groups of p-adic fields via base changes, we
expect to see some applications to Fontaine-Mazur conjecture.
We also present in this thesis two more results which are independent but related
to above. First, we give a simpler alternative proof for Breuil’s classification of finite
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flat group schemes over OK by certain Breuil modules [5]. Second, we prove that being
potentially semi-stable with a given Hodge-Tate type and Galois type is a Zariski-closed
condition, when the residue field of K is only assumed to be perfect. This generalizes the
corresponding result by Kisin when the residue field is finite [19].
1.2 Statement of the Results
Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 2, and letW (k) denote its ring of Witt vectors.
Let K be a finite totally ramified extension of Frac(W (k)), and denote by OK its ring of
integers. Let E(u) be the Eisenstein polynomial for the extension K/Frac(W (k)). We fix
a uniformizer $ of OK . In this section, we state briefly the three independent results of
the thesis.
1.2.1 Breuil’s Classification of Finite Flat Group Schemes
We give a simpler alternative proof of Breuil’s result on classifying finite flat group schemes
over OK [5, Theorem 4.2.1.6]. Let S = W (k)[[u]] be the formal power series ring, and let
S be the p-adic completion of the divided power envelope of S with respect to the ideal
(E(u)). Let Fil1S ⇢ S be the p-adic completion of the ideal generated by the divided
powers E(u)
i
i! with i   1. Denote by ' the Frobenius map on S given by the natural
Frobenius on W (k) and '(u) = up, which has the unique continuous extension to S. Breuil
considered the category (Mod/S) of p-power torsion S-modules equipped with a one-step
filtration and '-semilinear map satisfying certain properties (cf. Section 2.2 for the precise
definition), and showed the following.
Theorem 1.2. (Breuil [5, Theorem 4.2.1.6]) The category of finite flat group schemes
over OK is anti-equivalent to (Mod/S).
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Breuil proved Theorem 1.2 by working over the syntomic topology introduced by Mazur
in [29] and associating the objects in (Mod/S) free over S/p to group schemes killed by p.
In this thesis, we give a simpler alternative proof of Theorem 1.2.
1.2.2 Potentially Semi-stable Deformation Ring
We generalize the result in [19] that certain p-adic Hodge theoretic conditions correspond
to closed algebraic conditions, to the case when the residue field k of K is not necessarily
finite. We fix an algebraic closure K¯ of K, and let GK := Gal(K¯/K) be the absolute Galois
group of K. Let E/Qp be a finite extension with residue field F, and denote by OE its ring
of integers. Let A0 be a complete noetherian local OE-algebra having residue field F. Let
V0 be a finite GK-representation over A0, and we fix a p-adic Hodge-Tate type v and Galois
type ⌧ . Then, we show the following theorem.
Theorem 1.3. There exists a quotient Av,⌧0 such that for any finite E-algebra B, an E-
algebra morphism ⇢ : A0[
1
p ] ! B factors through Av,⌧0 [1p ] if and only if the induced repre-
sentation V0 ⌦A0,⇢ B is potentially semi-stable having Hodge-Tate type v and Galois type
⌧ .
1.2.3 Barsotti-Tate Representations in the Relative Case
As above, let X be a (formally) smooth geometrically connected scheme over OK . To
investigate Question 1.1, we study the following very closely related question.
Question 1.4. Let G = (Gn)n 1 be a p-divisible group over X ⇥OK K. Suppose that for
each n, Gn extends to a finite locally free group scheme over X . Then does G extend to a
p-divisible group over X ?
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When X = SpecOK , Question 1.4 can be seen to be equivalent to Question 1.1 since any
finite locally free group scheme over OK embeds into a p-divisible group by [2, Theorem
3.1.1], and Raynaud showed that it has an a rmative answer [32]. We prove that the
answer to Question 1.4 is negative when the ramification index e for K is large, even for
the simplest relative cases.
Theorem 1.5. When e   p and X = SpecOK [[t]], a p-divisible group G given as in Question
1.4 does not extend to X in general.
Instead, we prove that the following weaker extendability holds.
Theorem 1.6. Let X = SpecOK [[t]] and let G be as in Question 1.4. Then G extends to
a p-divisible group over X \ {m}, where m is the maximal ideal of OK [[t]]. Furthermore,
such an extension is unique up to isomorphism.
When the ramification index e is low, we prove that Question 1.4 has the positive answer
for many cases. To explain the result, we need the following definition.
Definition 1.7. We say that a ring R0 is unramified-good if there exists a perfect field k0
over k and a finitely generated ideal J ⇢ R0 containing p such that R0 is a formally smooth
formally finite type W (k0)-algebra with respect to the J-adic topology. We say that a ring
R is good if R ⇠= R0 ⌦W (k) OK for some unramified-good ring R0.
Theorem 1.8. Let G be as in Question 1.4.
1. Let R = OK [[t]] or R = OKht±1i (the p-adic completion of OK [t±1]), and let X =
SpecR. Suppose that e  p 1. Then G extends to a p-divisible group over X uniquely
up to isomorphism.
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2. Assume e < p   1. Suppose that X can be covered by finitely many a ne open
subschemes SpecAi such that Ai is good as in Definition 1.7. Then G extends to a
p-divisible group over X .
As an application, we give the answer to Question 1.1 when X has dimension 2 satisfying
certain conditions. Let G be the e´tale fundamental group of X ⇥OK K.
Theorem 1.9. 1. Suppose e < p  1, and X has dimension 2 and satisfies the assump-
tion as in Theorem 1.8(2). Let L be a Zp-representation of G. Suppose that for each
positive integer n, L/pn is torsion Barsotti-Tate, in the sense that there exist G-stable
Zp-lattices T 0n ⇢ Tn inside a Barsotti-Tate Qp-representation such that L/pn ⇠= Tn/T 0n
as Zp[G]-modules. Then L is Barsotti-Tate.
2. Let e   p and X = SpecOK [[t]]. Then there exists a Zp-representation L of G such that
L/pn is torsion Barsotti-Tate for each positive integer n but L is not Barsotti-Tate.
As a corollary, we have the following.
Corollary 1.10. Suppose e < p  1, and X has dimension 2 and satisfies the assumption
as in Theorem 1.8(2). Then being Barsotti-Tate as a representation of G is a Zariski-closed
condition.
1.3 Structure of the Thesis
We present the three results in Section 1.2 in separate sections. Section 2 is on Breuil’s
classification of finite flat group schemes (cf. Section 1.2.1). Section 3 is on potentially
semi-stable deformation rings (cf. Section 1.2.2). Lastly, Section 4 is on Barsotti-Tate
representations in the relative case (cf. Section 1.2.3).
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2 Breuil’s Classification of Finite Flat Group Schemes
2.1 Introduction
We keep the notation as in Section 1. We give a simpler alternative proof to Breuil’s classi-
fication of finite flat group schemes (Theorem 1.2), based on the following two observations.
Using Grothendieck-Messing theory, Kisin showed in [18, Appendix A] that there is an
exact contravariant functor from the category of p-divisible groups over OK to the category
BTS(') of finite free S-modules with a filtration and Frobenius structure satisfying certain
properties (cf. Section 2.2 for the precise definition), and showed it is an anti-equivalence.
We remark that such anti-equivalence is also proved in [5] using Theorem 1.2, but the direct
computation in [18] is significantly simpler.
On the other hand, any finite flat group scheme over OK is the kernel of an isogeny of
p-divisible groups over OK (cf. [2, Theorem 3.1.1]). This allows us to associate a finite flat
group scheme over OK with the cokernel of an isogeny of objects in BTS('), which can be
shown to lie in (Mod/S). We further show that any object of (Mod/S) is the cokernel of
an isogeny in BTS(') and prove Theorem 1.2.
2.2 Properties of Breuil-Kisin Modules
Let e be the degree of the extension K/FracW (k). We first introduce some categories
of Breuil modules considered in [5]. For each positive integer j, let FiljS be the p-adic
completion of the ideal of S generated by the divided powers E(u)
i
i! with i   j. The
Frobenius ' on S satisfies '(Fil1S) ⇢ pS. Denote '1 = 'p |Fil1S. Let c = '1(E(u)) which
is a unit in S. Let 0(Mod/S) denote the category whose objects are triples (M,Fil1M,'1)
consisting of:
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• an S-module M ,
• S-submodule Fil1M ⇢M containing Fil1S ·M , and
• '-semilinear map '1 : Fil1M ! M such that for any s 2 Fil1S and x 2 M , we have
'1(sx) = c 1'1(s)'1(E(u)x).
Morphisms in 0(Mod/S) are morphisms of S-modules respecting the filtration Fil1’s and
'1. We say a sequence of morphisms in 0(Mod/S) is exact if it is exact as a sequence
of S-modules and induces an exact sequence on Fil1’s. For S1 := S/pS, we denote by
(Mod/S1) the full subcategory of 0(Mod/S) consisting of objects which are annihilated by
p such that M is finite free over S1 and '1(Fil
1M) generates M over S. Let (Mod/S)
denote the smallest full subcategory of 0(Mod/S) containing the objects of (Mod/S1) and
stable under extensions. The following lemmas are proved in [5].
Lemma 2.1. ([5, Lemma 2.1.1.1]) Let M 2 (Mod/S). Then M is a finite S-module killed
by some power of p, and '1(Fil
1M) generates M over S.
Lemma 2.2. ([5, Proposition 2.1.2.5]) Let M 2 (Mod/S1) be of rank d over S1. Then
there exist a basis {e1, . . . , ed} of M and integers r1, . . . , rd 2 {0, . . . , e} such that
(ur1e1, . . . , urded) + Fil
pS1 ·M generates Fil1M .
Corollary 2.3. Let N 2 (Mod/S). Then there exist elements e1, . . . , ed 2 N and d1 2
{1, . . . , d} such that
N =
dX
i=1
Sei, and Fil
1N =
d1X
i=1
Sei +
dX
i=d1+1
Fil1S · ei.
Proof. Since N is obtained from successive extensions by objects in (Mod/S1), it follows
from Lemma 2.2 that there exist f1, . . . , fl 2 Fil1N such that Fil1N =
Pl
i=1 Sfi+Fil
1S ·N .
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N is finite over S by Lemma 2.1, so including {f1, . . . , fl} to a set of generators of N gives
the result.
Let BTS(') denote the full subcategory of 0(Mod/S) consisting of objects such that M
is finite free over S, M/Fil1M is p-torsion free, and '1(Fil
1M) generates M over S.
Lemma 2.4. ([5, Lemma 2.1.1.9]) Let M 2 BTS('). Then there exist a basis {e1, . . . , ed}
of M and d1 2 {1, . . . , d} such that
Fil1M =
  d1M
i=1
Sei
     dM
i=d1+1
Fil1S · ei
 
.
In [18], Kisin considered certain categories of S-modules equipped with '-semilinear
endomorphisms. We can naturally associate such modules to the modules over S given
above. Let 0(Mod/S) denote the category of S-modules M equipped with a '-semilinear
map ' : M ! M such that the cokernel of 1 ⌦ ' : '⇤(M) ! M is killed by E(u). The
morphisms in 0(Mod/S) are morphisms of S-modules compatible with '. Let (Mod/S) be
the smallest full subcategory of 0(Mod/S) containing the objects which are finite free over
S/p and stable under extensions. Denote by BTS(') the full subcategory of 0(Mod/S)
consisting of objects finite free over S.
We construct a functor F : BTS(') ! 0(Mod/S) in the following way. Given M 2
BTS('), we set M = S ⌦',S M and
Fil1M = {x 2M | (1⌦ ')(x) 2 Fil1S ⌦S M}.
Define the map '1 as the composite
'1 : Fil
1M
1⌦'! Fil1S ⌦S M '1⌦1! S ⌦',S M =M.
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This defines a functor F : BTS(') ! 0(Mod/S). Now let M 2 (Mod/S). Since M is
obtained from successive extensions of free S/p-modules, Tor1S(S/Fil
1S, M) = 0. There-
fore, Fil1S ⌦S M is a submodule of S ⌦S M, and we can similarly define a functor from
(Mod/S) to 0(Mod/S) which we also denote by F .
Proposition 2.5. (cf. [21, Proposition 1.1.11]) The functor F on BTS(') (resp. on
(Mod/S)) takes values in BTS(') (resp. in (Mod/S)). Both functors are exact and fully
faithful.
Proof. The statement for F on (Mod/S) is a part of [21, Proposition 1.1.11].
Consider the functor F : BTS(') ! 0(Mod/S). Let M 2 BTS('), and M :=
F (M) 2 0(Mod/S). Since S/Fil1S ⇠= OK which is p-torsion free, M/Fil1M is p-torsion
free. Furthermore, since coker(1⌦ ' : '⇤(M)!M) is killed by E(u) and '1(E(u)) = c is
a unit in S, '1(Fil
1M) generates M over S. Thus, F (M) 2 BTS(').
We see that F is exact by the same argument as in the proof of [21, Proposition 1.1.11],
as follows: Let
0!M0 !M!M00 ! 0
be a short exact sequence in BTS('), and let M 0 := F (M0),M := F (M), and M 00 :=
F (M00). Since M00 is free over S, we obtain an exact sequence of S-modules
0!M 0 !M !M 00 ! 0
and a left exact sequence
0! Fil1M 0 ! Fil1M ! Fil1M 00.
To see the surjectivity of the final map, let x 2 Fil1M 00. Since Fil1S + S = S and
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Fil1S · M ⇢ Fil1M , we may assume that x is the image of some x˜ 2 '⇤(M00). Since
x 2 Fil1M 00, we have (1 ⌦ ')(x˜) 2 E(u)M00. As 1 ⌦ ' : '⇤(M00) ! M00 is injective, there
exists an y˜ 2 '⇤(M) which maps to x˜ and satisfies (1 ⌦ ')(y˜) 2 E(u)M. Then the image
of y˜ in M lies in Fil1M and maps to x.
Lastly, note that forM 2 BTS(') and for each n   1,M/pn equipped with the induced
' is in (Mod/S). And by Lemma 2.4, we see that F (M/pn) = F (M)/pn has the natural
induced structure as an object in (Mod/S). For another N 2 BTS('), we have
Hom 0(Mod/S)(F (N), F (M)) = lim  
n
Hom 0(Mod/S)(F (N), F (M)/p
n)
= lim  
n
Hom 0(Mod/S)(F (N)/p
n, F (M)/pn)
= lim  
n
Hom 0(Mod/S)(N/p
n, M/pn)
= Hom 0(Mod/S)(N, M).
since the functor on (Mod/S) is fully faithful. Thus, F is fully faithful.
2.3 Equivalence of Categories
In this section, we study the equivalence of categories introduced in the previous section,
and prove Theorem 1.2. The following proposition is shown in [7].
Proposition 2.6. ([7, Theorem 2.2.1]) The functor F : BTS(') ! BTS(') is an equiva-
lence of categories.
Proof. This is [7, Theorem 2.2.1]. We sketch the proof here. Since F is fully faithful by
Proposition 2.5, it remains to show that F is essentially surjective. Let M 2 BTS('),
and denote by Md(S) the set of d⇥ d matrices with coe cients in S. First, we construct
(↵(n)1 , . . . ,↵
(n)
d ) 2 Fil1M inductively on n such that:
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• (e(n)1 , . . . , e
(n)
d ) := c
 1'1(↵
(n)
1 , . . . ,↵
(n)
d ) is a basis of M , and
• there exist matrices B(n) 2Md(S) and C(n) 2Md(pnFiln+pS) such that
(↵(n)1 , . . . ,↵
(n)
d ) = (e
(n)
1 , . . . , e
(n)
d )(B
(n) + C(n)).
The construction for n = 0 is trivial, and for the inductive step, we set
(↵(n+1)1 , . . . ,↵
(n+1)
d ) = (e
(n)
1 , . . . , e
(n)
d )B
(n).
Let ↵i (resp. ei, B) be the limit of ↵
(n)
i (resp. e
(n)
i , B
(n)) as n ! 1. Then ei = 1c'1(↵i),
and (e1, . . . , ed) is a basis ofM . We have (↵1, . . . ,↵d) = (e1, . . . , ed)B and B 2Md(S), ↵i 2
Fil1M . Furthermore, since Fil1M =
dX
i=1
S↵(0)i + Fil
pS ·M , we have
Fil1M =
dX
i=1
S↵i + Fil
pS ·M. (2.1)
From equation (2.1), it is easy to see that there exists B˜ 2Md(S) such that BB˜ = E(u)I,
where I is the identity matrix. We setM 2 BTS(') having a basis (f1, . . . , fd) and endowed
with ' such that '(f1, . . . , fd) = (f1, . . . , fd)B˜. Then F (M) =M .
Let D[(BTS(')) denote the bounded derived category of the exact category BTS(').
Let (Mod/S)• denote the full subcategory of D[(BTS(')) consisting of objects represented
by two-term complexes M• = M1 ! M2 in degrees  1 and 0, such that H 1(M•) =
0 and H0(M•) is annihilated by some power of p. More concretely, (Mod/S)• is the
category obtained by taking the category of two-term complexes M• as above, dividing by
homotopies, and inverting quasi-isomorphisms. Similarly, we denote by D[(p-div/OK) the
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bounded derived category of the category of p-divisible groups over OK , and let (p-Gr/OK)
be the full subcategory consisting of objects represented by isogenies of p-divisible groups
G1 ! G2 in degrees  1 and 0.
We show that the assignment M• 7! H0(M•) defines a functor from (Mod/S)• to
(Mod/S).
Lemma 2.7. Let M1,M2 2 BTS(') having the same rank over S. Suppose we have a
monomorphism f : M1 ! M2 in BTS('), and let M = coker(f). Then M is killed by
some power of p.
Proof. Note first that M 2 0(Mod/S). Denote by U ⇢ Spec(S[1p ]) the largest open
subscheme over which M = 0, and let Z be its reduced complement. Since f is injective,
det(f) 6= 0 and Z is the reduced subscheme corresponding to V (det(f)). In particular,
Z = V (g) for some g 2 S[1p ].
Suppose Z is non-empty. Note that the map 1 ⌦ ' : '⇤(M) ! M becomes an iso-
morphism after inverting E(u). Thus, the roots of g (i.e. the elements x 2 K¯ such that
its p-adic norm |x| < 1 and g(x) = 0) are contained in those of '(g)E(u), and the roots
of '(g) are contained in those of gE(u). Suppose that g has a non-zero root. Let x be a
non-zero root whose p-adic norm is the smallest, and let y be a root whose norm is the
largest. Then '(g) has a root w with |w| = |y 1p | > |y|, and every non-zero root of '(g) has
norm at least |x 1p | > |x|. Thus, w and x are roots of E(u), so that |x| = |$| = |w| > |y|,
which is a contradiction. So g does not have any non-zero root, and Z = V (u).
Therefore, we have det(f)S[1p ] = u
iS[1p ] for some i   0. Denote K0 := W (k)[1p ], and
let J := uiK0[[u]] be the ideal of K0[[u]]. Since the map 1 ⌦ ' : '⇤(M) ! M becomes an
isomorphism after tensoring with K0[[u]], we have '(J)K0[[u]] = J , i.e., upi = ui. Thus,
i = 0, and Z must be empty.
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Let M• = M1 ! M2 2 (Mod/S)•. By Proposition 2.6, there exist M1,M2 2 BTS(')
with a morphism f : M1 ! M2 in BTS(') which correspond to M• via the functor F .
Note that f is injective since F (f) is injective. Let M = coker(f) 2 0(Mod/S). By
Lemma 2.7, M is killed by a power of p. Since S is a regular ring of dimension 2 and M
has S-projective dimension 1, the Auslander-Buchsbaum theorem implies that M has no
section supported on the closed point of S. Thus, for non-negative integers i, the quotients
M[pi+1]/M[pi] are finite free over S/p. Furthermore, by descending induction on i, we see
that
1⌦ ' : '⇤(M[pi+1]/M[pi])!M[pi+1]/M[pi]
is injective and its cokernel is killed by E(u). So M[pi+1]/M[pi] 2 (Mod/S) for each i,
and therefore M 2 (Mod/S). Since S is p-torsion free and M is obtained by a successive
extension of free S/p-modules, we have Tor1S(S,M) = 0 where we consider S as a S-
module via '. Note further that 1 ⌦ ' : '⇤(M) ! M is injective by [21, Lemma 1.1.9].
Thus, we can apply the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 2.5 to see that the
sequence
0! F (M1)! F (M2)! F (M)! 0
is exact in 0(Mod/S), so H0(M) = F (M) 2 (Mod/S). This shows that the assignment
M• 7! H0(M•) defines a functor from (Mod/S)• to (Mod/S).
Proposition 2.8. The functor M• 7! H0(M•) induces an equivalence between (Mod/S)•
and (Mod/S).
Proof. Consider two objects M• = M1 ! M2 and N• = N1 ! N2 2 (Mod/S)•. Suppose
we have a morphism f : H0(M•) ! H0(N•) in (Mod/S). Let P2 = M2   N2 2 BTS(')
with the natural induced Frobenius and filtration structure. We have the natural surjection
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P2 ⇣ H0(N•) given as the sum of the composite f   (M2 ! H0(M•)) and N2 ! H0(N•).
Let P1 := ker(P2 ! H0(N•)) equipped with the Frobenius and filtration structure induced
from P2. Since H0(N•) has S-projective dimension 1 and P2 is finite free over S, P1 is
finite free S-module. P1/Fil
1P1 is p-torsion free as P2/Fil
1P2 is p-torsion free. Since '1 :
Fil1(H0(N•))! H0(N•) is injective, '1(Fil1P1) generates P1 over S. Thus, P1 2 BTS(').
Denote P • = P1 ! P2 2 (Mod/S)•. We have natural morphisms M• ! P • inducing
f : H0(M•) ! H0(P •) = H0(N•), and N• ! P • inducing H0(N•) = H0(P •). Thus, it
follows from the definition of the category (Mod/S)• that the functor is fully faithful.
We now show the essential surjectivity. Let M 2 (Mod/S). By Corollary 2.3, there
exist e1, . . . , ed 2M and d1 2 {1, . . . , d} such that
M =
dX
i=1
Sei, and Fil
1M =
d1X
i=1
Sei +
dX
i=d1+1
Fil1S · ei.
LetM2 be the free S-module with a basis {f1, . . . fd}, having the S-submodule Fil1M2 given
by
Fil1M2 =
  d1M
i=1
Sfi
     dM
i=d1+1
Fil1S · fi
 
.
We define a '-semilinear map '1 : Fil
1M2 ! M2 as follows. By Lemma 2.1, '1(Fil1M)
generates M over S. Therefore, since S is local, there exist aij 2 S, 1  i, j  d such that
the determinant of the d⇥ d matrix (aij)1i,jd is a unit in S, and that
'1(ei) =
dX
j=1
aijej for i = 1, . . . , d1,
'1(E(u)ei) =
dX
j=1
aijej for i = d1 + 1, . . . , d.
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We set
'1(fi) =
dX
j=1
aijfj for i = 1, . . . , d1,
'1(sfi) = c
 1'1(s)
dX
j=1
aijfj for s 2 Fil1S, i = d1 + 1, . . . , d.
This defines M2 as an element of BTS(').
Define a morphism of S-modules h :M2 !M by h(fi) = ei. Then h is compatible with
the filtration and '1, so it is a morphism in 0(Mod/S). Note that h is surjective. Let M1 =
ker(h : M2 ! M) equipped with the Frobenius and filtration structure induced from M2.
Then M1 2 BTS(') by the same argument as above. For M• = M1 ! M2 2 (Mod/S)•,
we have H0(M•) =M .
Lemma 2.9. The functor from (p-Gr/OK)• to the category of finite flat group schemes
over OK, given by sending an isogeny of p-divisible groups to its kernel, is an equivalence.
Proof. Let G• = G1 ! G2 and H• = H1 ! H2 be two objects in (p-Gr/OK)•, and
suppose we have a morphism f : H 1(G•) ! H 1(H•) of finite flat group schemes over
OK . Let F1 := G1⇥H1, which is a p-divisible group over OK . We have a natural embedding
H 1(G•)! F1 given as the sum of H 1(G•)! G1 and the composite (H 1(H•)! H1) f .
The quotient F2 := F1/H 1(G•) in the category of fppf sheaves is a p-divisible group.
Denote F • = F1 ! F2 2 (p-Gr/OK)•. Then we have natural morphisms F • ! G• inducing
H 1(F •) = H 1(G•) and F • ! H• inducing f : H 1(F •) = H 1(G•) ! H 1(H•). Thus,
by the definition of the category (p-Gr/OK)•, the functor is fully faithful.
Furthermore, given a finite flat group scheme G over OK there exists an embedding of
G into a p-divisible group G1 over OK by [2, Theorem 3.1.1]. The quotient G1/G in the
category of fppf sheaves is a p-divisible group, so the functor is essentially surjective.
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Lastly, we prove Breuil’s classification of finite flat group schemes over OK .
Theorem 2.10. (Breuil [5, Theorem 4.2.1.6]) The category of finite flat group schemes
over OK is anti-equivalent to (Mod/S).
Proof. It is shown in [18, Proposition A.6] using Grothendieck-Messing deformation theory
that there is an exact contravariant functor from the category of p-divisible groups over
OK to BTS('), and that it is an anti-equivalence. Since (p-Gr/OK)• is anti-equivalent to
(Mod/S)•, the theorem follows from Proposition 2.8 and Lemma 2.9.
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3 Potentially Semi-stable Deformation Ring
3.1 Introduction
We keep the notations as in Section 1. We study the geometry of the loci of p-adic repre-
sentations of GK satisfying certain p-adic Hodge theoretic conditions, and prove Theorem
1.3 which states that being potentially semi-stable with a given p-adic Hodge-Tate type
and Galois type is a Zariski-closed condition.
When the residue field k is further assumed to be finite, Kisin proved the correspond-
ing result in [19, Theorem 2.7.6]. One of the main steps in [19] is the construction of
the projective scheme which parametrizes representations of E(u)-height  r for a fixed
positive integer r (cf. [19, Section 1.2]). It is obtained as a closed subscheme of the a ne
Grassmannian for the restriction of scalars ResW (k)/ZpGLd. But this construction does not
make sense in general when k is infinite. The main di culty is that we do not know how to
analyze whether the restriction of scalars ResW (k)/Zp for a non-a ne scheme over W (k) is
representable by an Ind-scheme when k is infinite, even for simple examples such as P1W (k).
Another approach to studying the locus cut out by certain p-adic Hodge theoretic con-
ditions, motivated by Fontaine’s conjecture in [13], is to analyze torsion representations
given as the subquotients of Galois stable lattices satisfying the given conditions. In this
approach, we apply Schlessinger’s criterion in [33] to obtain pro-representibility, and avoid
the above obstruction in the case k is infinite. For semi-stable (or crystalline) representa-
tions having Hodge-Tate weights in [0, r], this is done by Liu in [25].
To study the refined structure of a p-adic Hodge-Tate type and Galois type of torsion
representations, we use the functor given in [27] from the category of representations semi-
stable over a totally ramified Galois extension K 0/K to the category of lattices in filtered
modules equipped with Frobenius, monodromy, and Gal(K 0/K)-action. We generalize the
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method in [24] and prove the corresponding result for the locus of semi-stable represen-
tations of a given p-adic Hodge-Tate type. Then, we study the Galois types of torsion
representations and show the following theorem, which is the key to Theorem 1.3.
Theorem 3.1. Let ⌧ be a Galois type, and let L/K be a finite Galois extension in K¯ over
which ⌧ becomes trivial. Let C be a finite flat OE-algebra and ⇢ : GK ! GLd(C) be a Galois
representation such that ⇢⌦ZpQp is semi-stable over L having Hodge-Tate weights in [0, r].
Suppose that for each positive integer n, there exist a finite flat OE-algebra Cn, a Galois
representation ⇢n : GK ! GLd(Cn), and an OE-linear surjection  n : Cn ! C/pn such that
C/pn ⌦C ⇢ ⇠=  0n   ⇢n as C[GK ]-modules, and that ⇢n ⌦Zp Qp is semi-stable over L having
Hodge-Tate weights in [0, r] and Galois type ⌧ . Here,  0n : GLd(Cn)⇣ GLd(C/pn) denotes
the natural map induced by  n.
Then ⇢⌦Zp Qp also has Galois type ⌧ .
3.2 Torsion Representation and Construction of Mst
Let K 0 ⇢ K¯ be a finite totally ramified Galois extension of K. In this section, we will first
explain the construction of the functor given in [27] from the category of representations
semi-stable over K 0 to the category of lattices in filtered modules equipped with Frobenius,
monodromy, and Gal(K 0/K)-action. Then, we will explain the result proved in [27] and [24]
that one can associate a p-adic Hodge-Tate type and Galois type to a torsion representation
up to some constant depending only on K 0.
3.2.1 Potentially Semi-stable Representations and Filtered (', N, )-module
For a GK-representation V over Qp, we say V is potentially semi-stable if there exists a finite
extension L over K in K¯ such that V restricted to GL := Gal(K¯/L) is semi-stable. This
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means precisely that dimQpV = dimL0(Bst ⌦Qp V _)GL where L0 is the maximal unramified
subextension of L/K0.
Let e0 = [K 0 : K0]. We fix a uniformizer ⇡ of K 0, and let F (u) be the Eisenstein
polynomial for ⇡ over K0. Denote by Rep
pst,K0
Qp the category of GK-representations over Qp
which become semi-stable over K 0. Let   = Gal(K 0/K) and GK0 = Gal(K¯/K 0).
We consider the category of filtered (', N, )-modules whose objects are finite dimen-
sional K0-vector spaces equipped with:
• a Frobenius semilinear injection ' : D ! D,
• W (k)-linear map N : D ! D such that N' = p'N ,
• decreasing filtration FiliDK0 on D0K := K 0 ⌦K0 D by K 0-sub-vector spaces such that
FiliDK0 = DK0 for i⌧ 0 and FiliDK0 = 0 for i  0, and
• K0-linear action by   on D which commutes with ' and N . If we extend  -action
semilinearly to DK0 , then for any   2  ,  (FiliDK0) ⇢ FiliDK0 .
Morphisms between filtered (', N, )-modules are K0-linear maps preserving all struc-
tures. The functor DK
0
st : V 7! (Bst⌦Qp V _)GK0 is an equivalence between Reppst,K
0
Qp and the
category of weakly admissible filtered (', N, )-modules (cf. [8], [12]).
We define an integral structure of a filtered (', N, )-module.
Definition 3.2. Let D be a filtered (', N, )-module. A lattice M in D is a finite free
W (k)-submodule of D such that M [1p ] := M ⌦Zp Qp ⇠= D, and '(M) ⇢ M , N(M) ⇢ M ,
and  (M) ⇢ M for all   2  . For a lattice M ⇢ D, we equip MK0 := OK0 ⌦W (k) M with
a natural filtration by OK0-submodules, given by FiliMK0 = MK0 \ FiliDK0 . If M1,M2 are
lattices in filtered (', N, )-modulesD1, D2 respectively, then a morphism f :M1 !M2 is a
W (k)-linear map such that f⌦ZpQp : D1 ! D2 is a morphism of filtered (', N, )-modules.
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Note that for a lattice M in a filtered (', N, )-module, the graded modules griMK0 =
FiliMK0/Fil
i+1MK0 is torsion free by the definition of the filtration.
Let r be a positive integer. Denote by Lr(', N, ) the category of lattices in filtered
(', N, )-modules D satisfying Fil0DK0 = DK0 and Fil
r+1DK0 = 0. Let Rep
pst,K0,r
Qp be
the full subcategory of Reppst,K
0
Qp whose objects have Hodge-Tate weights in [0, r], and let
Reppst,K
0,r
Zp be the category of GK-stable Zp-lattices of representations in Reppst,K
0,r
Qp . The
following theorem is proved in [27]:
Theorem 3.3. (cf. [27, Theorem 2.3]) There exists a faithful contravariant functor Mst
from Reppst,K
0,r
Zp to L
r(', N, ). If we denote by Mst⌦ZpQp the functor Mst associated to the
isogeny categories, then there exists a natural isomorphism of functors between Mst⌦Zp Qp
and DK
0
st .
3.2.2 Construction of Mst
Following [27], we now explain briefly the construction of the functorMst given in Theorem
3.3. We first recall the definitions of period rings in p-adic Hodge theory.
Let S 0 be the p-adic completion of the divided power-envelope of S with respect to
the ideal (F (u)). Denote S 0K0 := S
0[1p ]. Let R := lim  
x7!xp
OK¯/p. By the universal property
of the Witt vectors W (R), there is a unique surjection ✓ : W (R) ! O ˆ¯K , which lifts the
projection R ! OK¯/p onto the first factor of the inverse limit. Here, ˆ¯K denotes the p-
adic completion of K¯, and O ˆ¯K is its ring of integers. We denote by B+dR the ker(✓)-adic
completion of W (R)[1p ]. Let Acris be the p-adic completion of the divided power-envelope
of W (R) with respect to ker(✓). We fix a compatible system of a pn-th root ⇡n 2 OK¯ of
⇡ for non-negative integers n, and let ⇡ := (⇡n) 2 R. We have an embedding S ,! W (R)
mapping u to [⇡], and hence the embeddings S ,! S 0 ,! Acris compatible with Frobenius
endomorphisms. Let B+cris = Acris[
1
p ]. Let u = log[⇡], and B
+
st = B
+
cris[u]. We also fix a
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compatible system of a primitive pn-th root of unity ⇣pn 2 OK¯ for non-negative integers
n, and let ✏ := (⇣pn) 2 R. Let t = log[✏] 2 B+dR. Note that we also have t 2 Acris. Let
BdR = B
+
dR[
1
t ], Bcris = B
+
cris[
1
t ], and Bst = B
+
st [
1
t ].
We denote by OE the p-adic completion of S[ 1u ], and let E = Frac(OE). Let Eˆur be
the p-adic completion of the maximal unramified subextension of E in W (Frac(R))[1p ], and
OEˆur its ring of integers. We let Sur = OEˆur \W (R).
We let K 01 =
1[
n=1
K 0(⇡n) and K 0p1 =
1[
n=1
K 0(⇣pn). Let K 0c = K
0
1K
0
p1 , which is the Galois
closure ofK 01 overK
0. Let Gˆ = Gal(K 0c/K 0), G1 = Gal(K¯/K 01), andHK0 = Gal(K 0c/K 01).
For each g 2 GK , we write ✏(g) := g(⇡)⇡ , which is a cocycle from GK to R⇤. Write
t{i} =
ti
pq(i)q(i)!
where q(i) is defined by i = q(i)(p  1) + r(i) with 0  r(i) < p  1. We define
RK0 := {
1X
i=0
ait
{i} | ai 2 S 0K0 , ai ! 0 p-adically as i!1}.
We have a natural map ⌫ : W (R) ! W (k¯) induced by the projection R ! k¯, which
can be seen to extend uniquely to ⌫ : B+cris ! W (k¯)[1p ]. For any subring A ⇢ B+cris, write
I+A := A \ ker(⌫). We have I+S = uS and
I+S
0 = {
1X
i=1
bi
b ie0 c!
ui | bi 2 W (k), bi ! 0 p-adically as i!1}.
Define Rˆ = W (R) \RK0 and I+ = I+Rˆ. The following lemma is proved in [26].
Lemma 3.4. ([26, Lemma 2.2.1])
1. Rˆ (resp. RK0) is a '-stable S-algebra as a subring in W (R) (resp. B
+
cris).
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2. Rˆ and I+ (resp. RK0 and I+RK0) are GK0-stable. The GK0-actions on Rˆ and I+
(resp. RK0 and I+RK0) factor through Gˆ.
3. RK0/I+RK0 ⇠= K0 and Rˆ/I+ ⇠= S 0/I+S 0 ⇠= S/uS ⇠= W (k).
Let r be a positive integer. A Kisin module of height r is a pair (M,'M) where M is
a finite free S-module, and 'M : M ! M is a '-semilinear map such that the cokernel
of the induced map 1 ⌦ 'M : '⇤(M) ! M is killed by E(u)r. A morphism between two
Kisin modules M1,M2 is a morphism as S-modules compatible with 'Mi . Let Mod
r
S(')
denote the category of Kisin modules of height r. For (M,'M) 2 ModrS('), we write
Mˆ = Rˆ ⌦',S M. The Frobenius 'M on M naturally extends to Mˆ by 'Mˆ(a ⌦ m) =
'Rˆ(a)⌦ 'M(m).
Definition 3.5. A (', Gˆ)-module of height r is a triple (M,', Gˆ) satisfying the following:
• (M,'M) is Kisin module of height r.
• Gˆ acts Rˆ-semilinearly on Mˆ, and Gˆ-action on Mˆ commutes with 'Mˆ.
• Considering M as a '(S)-submodule of Mˆ, we have M ⇢ MˆHK0 .
• Gˆ acts trivially on Mˆ/I+Mˆ.
A morphism between two (', Gˆ)-modulesM1,M2 of height r is a morphism in ModrS(')
which commutes with Gˆ-action. We denote by ModrS(', Gˆ) the category of (', Gˆ)-modules
of height r. For Mˆ 2 ModrS(', Gˆ), we associate a Zp[GK0 ]-module
Tˆ_(Mˆ) := HomRˆ,'(Mˆ,W (R)) with GK0-action given by g(f)(x) = g(f(g 1(x))) for g 2
GK0 , f 2 Tˆ_(Mˆ). Here, GK0-action on Mˆ is the natural one given by Gˆ-action on Mˆ.
Moreover, for M 2 ModrS('), we associate a Zp[G1]-module T_S(M) := HomS,'(M,Sur)
similarly. The main result proved in [26] is the following.
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Theorem 3.6. (cf. [26, Theorem 2.3.1, Proposition 3.1.3])
1. Tˆ_ induces an anti-equivalence between ModrS(', Gˆ) and the category of GK0-stable
Zp-lattices in semi-stable representations of GK0 having Hodge-Tate weights in [0, r].
2. Tˆ_ induces a natural W (R)-linear injection
◆ˆ : W (R)⌦R Mˆ! W (R)⌦Zp Tˆ (Mˆ)
such that ◆ˆ is compatible with Frobenius maps and GK0-actions on both sides. Here,
Tˆ (Mˆ) := HomZp(Tˆ
_(Mˆ),Zp).
3. There exists a natural isomorphism T_S(M)
⇠=! Tˆ_(Mˆ) of Zp[G1]-modules.
To construct the functorMst, we need to establish a connection between (', Gˆ)-modules
and filtered (', N)-modules. Let V 2 Reppst,K0,rQp , and let T ⇢ V be a GK-stable Zp-lattice.
By Theorem 3.6, there exists a unique M 2 ModrS(', Gˆ) such that Tˆ_(Mˆ) = T as Zp[GK0 ]-
modules. Let D := S 0K0 ⌦',S M equipped with the Frobenius endomorphism given by
'D = 'S0K0
⌦ 'M. Let D = D/(I+SK0)D , which is a finite K0-vector space equipped with
the Frobenius induced from 'D . By [3, Proposition 6.2.1.1], there exists a unique section
s : D ! D compatible with the Frobenius morphisms on both sides. Thus, D = S 0K0⌦K0D
if we identify D with s(D). Since B+cris ⌦Rˆ Mˆ ⇠= B+cris ⌦K0 D, the map ◆ˆ given in Theorem
3.6(2) induces a natural injection D ,! B+cris ⌦Zp T .
On the other hand, the functor DK
0
st induces an injection
◆ : B+st ⌦K0 DK0st (V )! B+st ⌦Qp V _
such that ◆ is compatible with ', N , filtration, and GK0-action on both sides. The following
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is proved in [27].
Proposition 3.7. (cf. [27, Proposition 2.6, Corollary 2.7, 2.8]) There exists a unique K0-
linear isomorphism i : DK
0
st (V )! D such that i is compatible with the Frobenius morphisms
on both sides and makes the following diagram commutative:
DK
0
st (V ) T ⌦Zp B+st
D T ⌦Zp B+cris
i mod u
Furthermore, such i is functorial.
Note that
M/uM ⇠= '⇤(M)/u'⇤(M) ⇢ D/I+S 0K0D = D.
We setMst(T ) ⇢ DK0st (V ) to be the inverse image of '⇤(M)/u'⇤(M) under the isomorphism
i : DK
0
st (V ) ! D given in Proposition 3.7. Mst(T ) is a finite free W (k)-lattice in DK0st (V )
stable under Frobenius. Furthermore, it is proved in [27, Corollary 2.12, Proposition 2.15]
that Mst(T ) is stable under GK-action and N on DK0st (V ). Thus, Mst(T ) is a lattice of the
filtered (', N, )-module DK
0
st (V ).
3.2.3 Potentially Semi-stable Torsion Representations
We now associate torsion filtered (', N, )-modules to potentially semi-stable torsion rep-
resentations. Denote by Reppst,K
0,r
tor the category of torsion representations L semi-stable
over K 0 and of height r, in a sense that there exist lattices L1,L2 2 Reppst,K0,rZp with a
GK-equivariant injection j : L1 ,! L2 such that L ⇠= L2/j(L1) as Zp[GK ]-modules, and L
is killed by some power of p. Morphisms between two torsion representations in Reppst,K
0,r
tor
are morphisms of Zp[GK ]-modules. We call such (L1,L2, j) a lift of L. We will some-
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times denote simply by j a lift of L. Note that a lift of L 2 Reppst,K0,rtor is not unique.
Let L,L0 2 Reppst,K0,rtor with lifts (L1,L2, j), (L 01,L 02, j0) respectively. If f : L ! L0 is a
morphism in Reppst,K
0,r
tor , we say a morphism f˜ : L2 ! L 02 in Reppst,K
0,r
Zp is a lift of f if
f˜(j(L1)) ⇢ j0(L 01) and f˜ induces f .
We denote by Mfil,rtor (', N, ) the category whose objects are finite W (k)-modules killed
by some power of p and endowed with the following structures:
• a Frobenius semilinear morphism ' :M !M ,
• W (k)-linear map N :M !M satisfying N' = p'N ,
• W (k)-linear  -action on M which commutes with ' and N , and
• MK0 := OK0⌦W (k)M has decreasing filtration byOK0-submodules such that Fil0MK0 =
MK0 and Fil
r+1MK0 = 0. Also,  (Fil
iMK0) ⇢ FiliMK0 for any   2  .
Morphisms in Mfil,rtor (', N, ) are morphisms of W (k)-modules compatible with above
structures. For L 2 Reppst,K0,rtor with a lift j : L1 ,! L2, we can associate an object
Mst,j(L) 2 Mfil,rtor (', N, ) as follows. By Theorem 3.3, we have the morphism Mst(j) :
Mst(L2) ! Mst(L1) in Lr(', N, ) corresponding to j, and Mst(j) is injective by [27,
Corollary 3.8]. We set Mst,j(L) = Mst(L2)/Mst(j)(Mst(L1)). Then Mst,j(L) has natural
endomorphisms ' and N , and  -action induced from Mst(L1). Furthermore, tensoring by
OK0 on Mst(j) gives the following exact sequence:
0! OK0 ⌦W (k) Mst(L2)! OK0 ⌦W (k) Mst(L1) q! OK0 ⌦W (k) Mst,j(L)! 0.
We define the filtration on Mst,j(L)K0 by Fil
iMst,j(L)K0 := q(Fil
iMst(L1)K0). This gives
Mst,j(L) a structure as an object in M
fil,r
tor (', N, ). By the snake lemma, we further have
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the following exact sequence of the associated graded modules:
0! gri(Mst(L2)K0)! gri(Mst(L1)K0)! gri(Mst,j(L)K0)! 0.
If f : L! L0 is a morphism in Reppst,K0,rtor with a lift f˜ : (L1,L2, j)! (L 01,L 02, j0), then it
induces a morphism Mst,f˜ (f) :Mst,j0(L
0)!Mst,j(L) in Mfil,rtor (', N, ).
Note that the above construction depends on the choice of the lift of L. However,
the following theorem, which can be deduced directly from [24] and [27], shows that the
construction depends on lifts only up to a constant.
Theorem 3.8. There exists a constant c depending only on F (u) and r such that the
following statement holds: for any morphism f : L ! L0 in Reppst,K0,rtor with lifts j, j0 of
L,L0 respectively, there exists a morphism h˜ : Mst,j0(L0)! Mst,j(L) in Mfil,rtor (', N, ) such
that
• if there exists a morphism of lifts f˜ : j ! j0 which lifts f , then h˜ = pcMst,f˜ (f),
• let f 0 : L0 ! L00 be a morphism in Reppst,K0,rtor , j00 a lift of L00, and h˜0 : Mst,j00(L00) !
Mst,j0(L0) the morphism in M
fil,r
tor (', N, ) associated to f
0, j0, and j00. If there exists
a morphism of lifts g˜ : j ! j00 which lifts f 0   f , then h˜   h˜0 = p2cMst,g˜(f 0   f).
Proof. It follows directly from [27, Theorem 3.1] and [24, Theorem 2.1.3].
The following corollary is immediate.
Corollary 3.9. (cf. [27, Corollary 3.2], [24, Corollary 2.1.4]) With notations as in Theorem
3.8, assume that f : L ! L0 is an isomorphism with the inverse f 1 : L0 ! L. Let
h˜1 : Mst,j(L)! Mst,j0(L0) be the morphism as in Theorem 3.8 associated to f 1, j, and j0.
Then h˜   h˜1 = p2cId on Mst,j(L) and h˜1   h˜ = p2cId on Mst,j0(L0). Furthermore, the similar
statement holds for the induced morphisms on gri(Mst,j(L)K0) and gri(Mst,j0(L0)K0).
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3.2.4 Representation with Coe cient
Let A be a Zp-algebra, and denote by Reppst,K
0,r
A the subcategory of Rep
pst,K0,r
Zp whose objects
are A-modules such that GK-actions are A-linear. Morphisms in Reppst,K0,rA are morphisms
of A[GK ]-modules. Let Reppst,K0,rtor,A be the subcategory of Reppst,K
0,r
tor whose objects have
lifts in Reppst,K
0,r
A , and the morphisms in Rep
pst,K0,r
tor,A are morphisms of A[GK ]-modules. For
L 2 Reppst,K0,rtor,A having a lift j : L1 ,! L2 in Reppst,K
0,r
A , note that Mst(L1) and Mst(L2)
are naturally A⌦Zp W (k)-modules, and thus so is Mst,j(L).
Proposition 3.10. Let f : L ! L0 be a morphism in Reppst,K0,rtor,A , and let j and j0 be lifts
in Reppst,K
0,r
A of L and L
0 respectively. Then, the associated morphism h˜ : Mst,j0(L0) !
Mst,j(L) in M
fil,r
tor (', N, ) as in Theorem 3.8 is a morphism of A⌦Zp W (k)-modules.
Proof. It follows immediately from [27, Proposition 3.13] and [24, Lemma 4.2.4] .
3.3 p-adic Hodge-Tate Type and Galois Type
3.3.1 p-adic Hodge-Tate Type
Let E be a finite extension of Qp, and let B be a finite E-algebra. Let VB be a finite free
B-module of rank d equipped with GK-action. Suppose that as a representation of GK ,
VB is semi-stable over K 0, i.e., VB 2 Reppst,K0Qp . Then VB is de Rham over K, and we set
DKdR(VB) = (BdR ⌦Qp V _B )GK . For any E-algebra A, we write AK := A⌦Qp K.
Lemma 3.11. (cf. [24, Lemma 4.1.2])
1. Let B0 be a finite B-algebra, and write VB0 = B0 ⌦B VB. Then
DKdR(VB0)
⇠= B0 ⌦B DKdR(VB), and gri(DK0dR(VB0)) ⇠= B0 ⌦B gri(DKdR(VB)).
2. DKdR(VB) is a finite free BK-module.
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Proof. (1) is proved in [24, Lemma 4.1.2]. For (2), since DKdR(VB) = K ⌦K0 DK0st (VB) , it
su ces to prove that DK
0
st (VB) is a finite free B ⌦Qp K0-module. For any finite B-algebra
B0, we can show similarly as in (1) that DK0st (VB0) ⇠= B0 ⌦B DK0st (VB). Let Bred = B/N (B)
where N (B) denotes the nilpotent ideal of B. Bred is a reduced Artinian ring, so there
exists a ring isomorphism Bred ⇠=
Qm
j=1Ej for some field Ej finite over E. Ej ⌦Qp K0
is isomorphic to a finite direct product of fields, so DK
0
st (VEj) ⇠= Ej ⌦B DK0st (VB) is finite
projective as an Ej ⌦Qp K0-module. Note that the Frobenius morphism on K0 extends
Ej-linearly to Ej ⌦Qp K0, and the extended Frobenius permutes the maximal ideals of
Ej ⌦Qp K0 transitively. Therefore, DK0st (VEj) is a free Ej ⌦Qp K0-module of rank d, and
DK
0
st (VBred) = Bred ⌦B DK0st (VB) is a free Bred ⌦Qp K0-module of rank d.
Let {e1, . . . , ed} be a Bred ⌦Qp K0-basis of DK0st (VBred), and choose a lift eˆi 2 DK0st (VB)
of ei. By Nakayama’s lemma, {eˆ1, . . . , eˆd} generate DK0st (VB) as a B⌦Qp K0-module. Thus,
we have a surjection of B ⌦Qp K0-modules
f :
dM
i=1
B ⌦Qp K0 · eˆi ⇣ DK0st (VB).
As a K0-vector space, dimK0D
K0
st (VB) = d · dimQpB. Thus, f is an isomorphism, and
DK
0
st (VB) is a finite free B ⌦Qp K0-module of rank d.
Let DE be a finite E-vector space such that DE,K := DE ⌦E K is equipped with a
decreasing filtration FiliDE,K of E ⌦Qp K-modules and {i | griDE,K 6= 0} ⇢ {0, . . . , r}.
We denote v = (DE,K , {FiliDE,K}i=0,...,r). We say that VB has p-adic Hodge-Tate type v if
griDKdR(VB)
⇠= B ⌦E griDE,K as BK-modules for all i.
Lemma 3.12. For a finite B-algebra B0, VB0 has p-adic Hodge-Tate type v if VB has p-adic
Hodge-Tate type v.
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Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma 3.11.
The goal of this subsection is to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3.13. (cf. [24, Theorem 4.3.4]) There exists a constant c1 depending only on
K 0, r, and d such that the following statement holds:
Let A and A0 be finite flat OE-algebras and let ⇢ : GK ! GLd(A) and ⇢0 : GK ! GLd(A0)
be Galois representations such that ⇢ 2 Reppst,K0,rA and ⇢0 2 Reppst,K
0,r
A0 . Suppose that there
exist an ideal I ⇢ A such that A/I is killed by a power of p and an OE-linear surjection   :
A0 ⇣ A/I such that A/I⌦A ⇢ ⇠=  0  ⇢0 as A[GK ]-modules. Here,  0 : GLd(A0)! GLd(A/I)
is the natural map induced by  . Let V be the free A[1p ]-module of rank d equipped with
GK-action corresponding to ⇢ ⌦Zp Qp, and similarly let V 0 corresponding to ⇢0 ⌦Zp Qp. If
I ⇢ pc1A and V 0 has p-adic Hodge-Tate type v, then V also has p-adic Hodge-Tate type v.
When k is further assumed to be finite, Theorem 3.13 is proved in [24, Theorem 4.3.4].
Some arguments in the proof in [24] are based on reducing to the case when E contains
the Galois closure of K 0, and thus require k to be finite. We remove such a restriction by
the following more general argument.
Since E is a finite extension of Qp, we have a ring isomorphism EK = E ⌦Qp K ⇠=Qs
j=1Hj for some field Hj finite over K. Note that each Hj is an EK-algebra via EK
⇠=Qs
i=1Hi
qj! Hj where qj is the natural projection onto the j-th factor. For any EK-module
M , we write Mj := M ⌦EK Hj. Then M ⇠=  sj=1Mj. For a filtered EK-module DK ,
we denote (FiliDK)j and (griDK)j by Fil
i
jDK and gr
i
jDK respectively. Since any finite
EK-module is projective and thus flat, we have grijDK ⇠= FilijDK/Fili+1j DK . We write
BHj := B ⌦E Hj.
Lemma 3.14. (cf. [24, Lemma 4.1.4]) With notations as above, VB has p-adic Hodge-Tate
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type v if and only if grijD
K
dR(VB) is BHj -free and rankBHj gr
i
jD
K
dR(VB) = dimHjgr
i
jDE,K for
all j = 1, . . . , s and i 2 Z.
Proof. This follows by the same argument as in the proof of [24, Lemma 4.1.4].
Bred = N/N (B) is a reduced Artinian E-algebra, so Bred ⇠=
Qm
l=1El for some field El
finite over E. We set VEl = El ⌦B VB.
Lemma 3.15. (cf. [24, Proposition 4.1.5]) VB has p-adic Hodge-Tate type v if and only if
VEl has p-adic Hodge-Tate type v for each l = 1, . . . ,m.
Proof. This follows by the same argument as in the proof of [24, Proposition 4.1.5].
The following lemma is needed when we consider an extension of the coe cient field E.
Lemma 3.16. Let H be a field, and let C be a field (possible infinite) over H. Let H 0 be a
finite extension of H, and let R and T be finite extensions of H 0. If M is a C⌦HR-module
such that M⌦H0 T is a finite free C⌦HR⌦H0 T -module, then M is finite free over C⌦HR.
Proof. M is a finite projective module over C ⌦H R, and there exists a surjection f :
M⌦H0 T ⇣M of C⌦HR-modules having a section. Let {e1, . . . , en} be a basis ofM⌦H0 T
over C ⌦H R ⌦H0 T . Let N :=  ni=1(C ⌦H R) · f(ei). Then the natural map N ! M of
C⌦H R-modules is an injection since {e1, . . . , en} is a basis of M ⌦H0 T over C⌦H R⌦H0 T .
Furthermore, dimCN = dimCM , so it is bijective.
Let L be a finite extension of E, and write BL := L ⌦E B. Given v as above, let
v0 = (DL := L⌦E D, {FiliDL,K = L⌦E FiliDE,K}i=0,...,r).
Lemma 3.17. (cf. [24, Lemma 4.1.6]) With notations as above, VB has p-adic Hodge-Tate
type v if and only if VBL := BL ⌦B VB has p-adic Hodge-Tate type v0.
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Proof. Given Lemma 3.16, it follows from the same argument as in the proof of [24, Lemma
4.1.6].
Lemma 3.18. Suppose we have an injection B ,! B0 of finite E-algebras. If VB0 = B0⌦BVB
has p-adic Hodge-Tate type v, then also VB has p-adic Hodge-Tate type v.
Proof. We have an induced injection of finite E-algebras Bred ,! B0red. By Lemma 3.15,
we can reduce to the case when B and B0 are fields. Then it follows from Lemma 3.14 and
Lemma 3.16.
As we will apply the functor Mst to representations semi-stable over K 0, we need to
consider DK
0
dR(VB) := (BdR ⌦Qp V _B )GK0 . Note that DK0dR(VB) = DKdR(VB) ⌦K K 0. Thus, by
essentially the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.17, we see that VB has p-adic
Hodge-Tate type v if and only if griDK
0
dR(VB)
⇠= B ⌦E griDE,K0 as BK0-modules for all i.
Here, DE,K0 := DE ⌦E K 0 = DE,K ⌦K K 0 which has the induced filtration from DE,K .
Furthermore, we have an ring isomorphism EK0 ⇠=
Qn
i=1 Fi for Fi finite extensions of K
0,
and the statement analogous to Lemma 3.14 holds for DK
0
dR(VB).
Let OE,K0 := OE ⌦Zp OK0 . The projection qi : EK0 ! Fi induces the map qi : OE,K0 !
OFi . We then have the natural map q : OE,K0 !
Qn
i=1OFi . Denote by vp the p-adic
valuation normalized by vp(p) = 1.
Lemma 3.19. There exists a positive integer c0 depending only on K0 and F (u) such that
pc
0
(
Qn
i=1OFi) ⇢ q(OE,K0).
Proof. Let K1 be the maximal unramified subextension over Qp contained in E. Then
K1 = W (k1)[
1
p ] for its residue field k1, and E/K1 is totally ramified with a uniformizer
$E and an Eisenstein polynomial F˜ (u) over K1. We have a ring isomorphism k1 ⌦Fp k ⇠=Qm
j=1 lj for some fields lj finite over k. Let G(u) be an irreducible polynomial satisfying
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K1 ⇠= Qp[u]/G(u), and let G(u) =
Qm
j=1Gj(u) be the decomposition into irreducible factors
over K0 corresponding to the above decomposition of k1 ⌦Fp k. Take a root ✓j of Gj(u).
Then, we have the isomorphisms
K1 ⌦Qp K0 ⇠=
mY
j=1
K0(✓j) ⇠=
mY
j=1
W (lj)[
1
p
].
Note that the image of W (k1) ⌦Zp W (k) under the above isomorphism followed by the
projection onto the j-th factor is W (lj). Furthermore, vp(
Q
j 6=sGj(✓s)) = 0 for each s =
1, . . . ,m, so (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) 2 Qmj=1W (lj)[1p ] whose s-th component is 1 lies in the
image of W (k1) ⌦Zp W (k) under the above isomorphism. Therefore, the natural injection
W (k1) ⌦Zp W (k) ,!
Qm
j=1W (lj) is also surjective, i.e., it is an isomorphism. Since F˜ (u)
is irreducible over W (lj)[
1
p ] for each j, we have E ⌦Qp K0 ⇠=
Qm
j=1 Lj and OE ⌦Zp W (k) ⇠=Qm
j=1OLj where Lj := (W (lj)[1p ])($E).
Now, for a field L finite over K0, let F (u) =
Qt
s=1 Fs(u) be the decomposition of F (u)
into irreducible factors over L, and choose a root $s of Fs(u). Let L0 be the field over K0
generated by the coe cients of Fs(u) for all s = 1, . . . , t. Then L0 is the minimal field over
K0 such that F (u) has the same decomposition into irreducible factors as above. We have
L0 ⌦K0 K 0 ⇠=
tY
s=1
L0[u]/Fs(u) ⇠= L0($s),
and similarly for L. Let q0s : L
0 ⌦K0 K 0 ! L0($s) be the composition of the above isomor-
phism followed by the projection onto the s-th factor, and let
As = q0s(OL0 ⌦Zp W (k)[⇡]). Under the natural map OL0 ⌦Zp W (k)[⇡] ,!
Qt
s=1As, we haveQ
h 6=s Fh(⇡) mapping to (0, . . . , 0,
Q
h 6=s Fh($s), 0, . . . , 0) whose components are 0 except
the s-th component. Write vp(
Q
h 6=s Fh($s)) =
a
b for some relatively prime positive inte-
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gers a, b. Then (
Q
h 6=s Fh($s))
b = pax for some x 2 L0($s) with vp(x) = 0, and for some
positive integer a1, we have pa1x 2 q0s(OL0 ⌦Zp W (k)[⇡]). Thus, (0, . . . , 0, pa+a1 , 0, . . . , 0),
whose components are 0 except the s-th component, lies in the image of OL0 ⌦Zp W (k)[⇡]
under the above isomorphism. Since OL0 ⇢ OL, the same holds for L.
Repeating this argument for all s and considering all possible decompositions of F (u)
into irreducible factors over some finite field over K0, we see that there exists a positive
integer c0 depending only on K0 and F (u) such that for any L finite over K0, if we write
L⌦K0 K ⇠=
Qt
s=1 L($s) as above, then for each s, (0, . . . , 0, p
c0 , 0, . . . , 0) whose components
are 0 except the s-th component lies in the image of OL ⌦Zp W (k)[⇡]. Applying this for
each Lj, we get the result.
Corollary 3.20. Let M be a torsion free module over OE,K0. Then, for each j = 1, . . . , n,
the torsion part of Mj := M ⌦OE,K0 ,qj OFj is killed by pc
0
, where c0 is the constant given in
Lemma 3.19.
Proof. Let M 0 =  nj=1Mj. By Lemma 3.19, there exist morphisms of OE,K0-modules qM :
M ! M 0 and sM : M 0 ! M such that qM   sM = pc0Id|M 0 . Let x be a torsion element in
M 0. Then sM(x) = 0, so pc
0
x = qM(sM(x)) = 0.
Let C be a finite flat OE-algebra, and let ⇤ 2 Reppst,K0,rC such that ⇤ is a finite free
C-module of rank d and ⇤[1p ] has Hodge-Tate type v. Suppose there exist an ideal J ⇢ C
and a positive integer m such that C/J ⇠= OE/pm. Suppose further that C is a local ring
and there exists a prime ideal p ⇢ C such that C/p ⇠= OF for some finite extension F/Qp.
Let LK0 :=Mst(⇤)K0 .
Lemma 3.21. LK0 is finite free over CK0 := C ⌦Zp OK0 of rank d.
Proof. LetM 2 ModrS(', Gˆ) be the unique Kisin module such that Tˆ_(Mˆ) = ⇤ as given by
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Theorem 3.6. Write SC := C ⌦Zp S. From the construction of the functor Mst in Section
3.2.2, it su ces to show that M is a finite free SC-module of rank d.
The Kisin module corresponding to OF ⌦C ⇤ (via C/p ⇠= OF ) isM0 := OF ⌦CM. Since
M0 is finite flat over S, M0/uM0 is p-torsion free by the Auslander-Buchsbaum Theorem.
Thus,M0/uM0 is a projective OF⌦ZpW (k)-module. Since (M0/uM0)[1p ] is isomorphic to its
pullback by ' and ' permutes the maximal ideals of OF⌦ZpW (k) transitively, we have that
M0/uM0 is finite free over OF ⌦ZpW (k) of rank d. Thus, M0 is finite free OF ⌦ZpS-module
of rank d.
By Nakayama’s lemma, we have a surjection
f :
dM
i=1
SC · ei ⇣M
of SC-modules. ⇤ is a finite free Zp-module of rank [C : Zp]d, so M is finite free over S of
rank [C : Zp]d. Thus, f is an isomorphism.
For s = 1, . . . , n, we set C[1p ]s := (C[
1
p ]⌦Qp K 0)⌦EK0 ,qs Fs, and define
ds := rankC[ 1p ]s(gr
0
s(D
K0
dR(⇤[
1
p ]))). Denote Fil
i
sLK0 := Fil
iLK0 ⌦OE,K0 ,qs OFs , and similarly for
the graded modules. By Lemma 3.21, Fil0sLK0 is free over Cs := CK0 ⌦OE,K0 ,qs OFs of rank
d.
Lemma 3.22. (cf. [24, Lemma 4.2.7]) Suppose that ds 6= 0. Let l be a positive integer
satisfying m   ld+ 1. Then there exists x 2 gr0sLK0/Jgr0sLK0 such that plx 6= 0.
Proof. This follows by essentially the same argument as in the proof of [24, Lemma 4.2.7],
as follows. Denote M/JM by M/J for any C-module M . We have the following right
exact sequence:
Fil1sLK0 ! Fil0sLK0 ! gr0sLK0 ! 0.
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Let F˜il
1
sLK0 be the image of Fil
1
sLK0 in Fil
0
sLK0 under the first map in the above sequence.
We then obtain the following right exact sequence
F˜il
1
sLK0/J ! Fil0sLK0/J ! gr0sLK0/J ! 0.
Denote M¯ := Fil0sLK0/J and let N¯ ⇢ M¯ be the submodule given by the image of F˜il
1
sLK0/J .
Then M¯/N¯ := gr0sLK0/J .
Suppose that pl annihilates M¯/N¯ . By Lemma 3.21, M¯ is a finite free OFs/pm-module
of rank d. Let $s be a uniformizer of OFs . Then there exists an OFs/pm-basis e¯1, . . . , e¯d of
M¯ such that
N¯ ⇠=
dM
i=1
OFs/pm · ($ais e¯i)
for some nonnegative integers ai. We have $ais | pl for all i = 1, . . . , d. Let e1, . . . , ed be a
Cs-basis of Fil
0
sLK0 which lifts e¯1, . . . , e¯d. For i = 1, . . . , d, let yi 2 F˜il
1
sLK0 which lifts $
ai
s e¯i.
If X denotes the d⇥d-matrix such that (y1, . . . , yd) = (e1, . . . , ed)X, then det(X) = $as + b
with a =
Pd
i=1 ai and b 2 J . Since m   ld + 1, we have $as 6= 0 in Cs/J , and thus
det(X) 6= 0 in Cs. On the other hand, let z¯1, . . . , z¯ds be a C[1p ]s-basis of gr0s(DK
0
dR(⇤[
1
p ])).
We have det(X)(e1, . . . , ed) ⇢ Fil1s(DK0dR(⇤[1p ])), and therefore det(X)z¯i = 0. This gives a
contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 3.13. Given above results, the theorem follows from essentially the same
argument as in the proof of [24, Theorem 4.3.4], except that we do not reduce to the case
where E contains the Galois closure of K 0. We recall the necessary arguments from [24] in
the following.
We first reduce to the case where A = OE and A0 is local. For this, let B := A⌦Zp Qp.
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We have Bred = B/N (B) ⇠=
Q
j Ej with Ej finite over E. Let L be a finite Galois extension
of E containing all Galois closures of Ej. Denote OL ⌦OE (⇤) by (⇤)OL for (⇤) being
A,A0, ⇢, ⇢0, I, and  . Note that (AOL [
1
p ])red = L ⌦E Bred = L ⌦E
Q
Ej ⇠=
Q
i L with Ej
embedding into L di↵erently. This induces the natural map  l : AOL ! (AOL)[1p ] ⇣ L to
the l-th factor of
Q
i L. By Lemma 3.15 and 3.17, it su ces to show (assuming I ⇢ pc1A for
a suitable constant c1) that L ⌦ l,AOL ⇢ has p-adic Hodge-Tate type v. Let Al =  l(AOL)
and Il =  l(IOL).  l : AL ⇣ Al ⇢ L is a morphism of OL-algebras, so Al = OL, and
we have a natural projection  l : AOL/IOL ⇣ Al/Il. Similarly, we can assume that A0OL
admits a surjection onto OL. Thus, by replacing E by L and the others accordingly, we
can assume that A = OE and that A0 admits a surjection onto OE. After localizing A0 and
  by a maximal ideal containing   1($E) where $E is a uniformizer of OE, we can further
assume that A0 is local.
Let T denote the torsion representation A/I ⌦A ⇢ ⇠= A0/I 0 ⌦A0 ⇢0 2 Reppst,K0,rtor,OE where
I 0 = ker( ). We denote by j and j0 the two lifts ⇢ and ⇢0 of T respectively. Write LK0 :=
Mst(⇢)K0 , L0K0 :=Mst(⇢
0)K0 ,MK0 :=Mst,j(T )K0 , andM 0K0 :=Mst,j0(T )K0 . We have gr
i
sMK0 ⇠=
grisLK0/Igr
i
sLK0 and gr
i
sM
0
K0
⇠= grisL0K0/I 0grisL0K0 . By Corollary 3.9 and Proposition 3.10,
there exists morphism of OFs-modules gis : grisMK0 ! grisM 0K0 and his : grisM 0K0 ! grisMK0
such that gis   his = p2cId|grisM 0K0 and his   gis = p2cId|grisMK0 .
Now, we set c˜ = c˜(K 0, r, d) := (2c+c0)d+1 where c and c0 are given as in Theorem 3.8 and
Lemma 3.19 respectively. Assume I ⇢ pc˜A = pc˜OE. We claim that if gr0s(DK0dR(V 0)) 6= 0,
then gr0s(D
K0
dR(V )) 6= 0. Suppose otherwise. By Corollary 3.20, gr0sMK0 is killed by pc0 . But
by Lemma 3.22, there exists x 2 gr0sM 0K0 such that pc0+2cx 6= 0. This gives a contradiction
since pc
0+2cx = g0s(p
c0h0s(x)).
On the other hand, let B0 := A0[1p ], and denote d0 = dimFsgr
0
s(D
K0
dR(V )). We claim
(assuming I ⇢ pc˜OE) that d0  dimFsgr0s(DK0dR(V 0)). For this, note that as an OFs-module,
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gr0sLK0 = Ntor   N where Ntor is the torsion submodule of gr0sLK0 and N is a finite free
OFs-module of rank d0. By Corollary 3.20,
gr0sMK0 ⇠= Ntor  
d0M
i=1
OFs/IOFs .
Let N¯ := pc
0Ld0
i=1OFs/IOFs . Then pc0gr0sMK0 = N¯ , again by Corollary 3.20, and there-
fore h0s(g
0
s(N¯)) ⇠=
Ld0
i=1 p
2c+c0OFs/IOFs . Since pc0gr0sL0K0 surjects onto h0s(pc0gr0sM 0K0) and
g0s(N¯) ⇢ pc0gr0sM 0K0 , we have by Corollary 3.20 that the OFs-rank of pc0gr0sL0K0 is at least
d0. Thus, the OFs-rank of gr0sL0K0 is at least d0, and dimFsgr0s(DK0dR(V 0))   d0.
Hence, assuming I ⇢ pc˜OE, we have gr0s(DK0dR(V )) 6= 0 if and only if gr0s(DK0dR(V 0)) 6= 0.
For the last step, we set c1 = c˜(K 0, dr, d) and assume I ⇢ pc1OE. It su ces to show
that for each i,
dimFsgr
i
s(D
K0
dR(V )) = rankB0Fsgr
i
s(D
K0
dR(V
0)).
Suppose that the above equation fails for some i, and let i⇤ be the smallest such number.
Write di = dimFsgr
i
s(D
K0
dR(V )) and d
0
i = rankB0Fsgr
i
s(D
K0
dR(V
0)). Suppose first di⇤ > d0i⇤ . We
set t1 =
P
ii⇤ di and t2 =
P
ii⇤ idi. Let i˜ = max{i |
P
ji d
0
j  t1} and t0 =
P
ii˜ d
0
i.
Then i⇤  i˜ and t0  t1. Let
t00 = (
X
ii˜
id0i) + (t1   t0)(˜i+ 1).
We have t2 < t00. Moreover, t2 (resp. t00) is the smallest i such that gris(D
K0
dR(
Vt1 V )) (resp.
gris(D
K0
dR(
Vt1 V 0))) is nontrivial. Let   be a crystalline character such that gris(DK0dR( )) 6= 0
only when i =  t2. Then gr0s(DK0dR( 
Vt1 V )) is nontrivial. From the above result applied
to  
Vt1 V and  Vt1 V 0, we see that gr0s(DK0dR( Vt1 V 0)) is also nontrivial, leading to a
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contradiction.
By switching the roles of V and V 0, it follows similarly that we cannot have di⇤ < d0i⇤ .
This completes the proof.
3.3.2 Galois Type
We now study the Galois types of potentially semi-stable representations. As in the previous
section, let E be a finite field over Qp, and let B be a finite E-algebra. Let VB be a free
B-module of rank d equipped with a potentially semi-stable GK-action. Let
Dpst(VB) = lim !
K⇢K00
(Bst ⌦Qp V _B )GK00
where the limit goes over finite extensions of K contained in K¯. Denote by Kur0 the union
of finite unramified extensions of K0 contained in K¯. We have dimKur0 Dpst(VB) = dimQpVB.
Lemma 3.23. Let B0 be a finite B-algebra, and write VB0 = B0 ⌦B VB. Then VB0 is
potentially semi-stable as a GK-representation, and Dpst(VB0) ⇠= B0 ⌦B Dpst(VB). If VB
becomes semi-stable over L   K, then so does VB0. Furthermore, Dpst(VB) is a finite free
B ⌦Qp Kur0 -module.
Proof. It follows from essentially the same proof as for Lemma 3.11.
Dpst(VB) is equipped with a semilinear action of GK , and thus a linear action of the
inertia group IK . The Frobenius action commutes with IK-action, so tr( |Dpst(VB)) 2 B
for all   2 IK .
Let DE be an E-vector space of dimension d, and let DE,K = DE ⌦Qp K equipped with
a filtration giving a p-adic Hodge-Tate type v. Fix a representation
⌧ : IK ! EndE(DE)
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with an open kernel. Note that there exists an IK-stable OE-lattice inDE, so tr(⌧( )) 2 OE
for all   2 IK . We say VB has Galois type ⌧ if the IK-representation Dpst(VB) is equivalent
to ⌧ , i.e., tr( |Dpst(VB)) = tr(⌧( )) for all   2 IK .
Let L/K be a finite Galois extension contained in K¯ such that IL ⇢ ker(⌧). Here, IL
denotes the inertia subgroup of GL. DLst(VB) = (Bst⌦Qp V _B )GL is an L0-vector space where
L0 is the maximal unramified subextension of K0 contained in L. If VB is semi-stable over
L, then Dpst(VB) ⇠= Kur0 ⌦L0 DLst(VB). Therefore, VB has Galois type ⌧ if and only if VB
becomes semi-stable over L and tr( |DLst(VB)) = tr(⌧( )) for all   2 IL/K , where IL/K is
the inertia subgroup of Gal(L/K).
Lemma 3.24. Let ↵ : B ! B0 be an E-algebra morphism between finite E-algebras.
Suppose V is semi-stable over L. Then for all   2 IL/K, we have tr( |DLst(VB0)) =
↵(tr( |DLst(VB))). In particular, if VB has Galois type ⌧ , then so does VB0. If ↵ is in-
jective, then the converse is also true, i.e., VB has Galois type ⌧ if and only if VB0 has
Galois type ⌧ .
Proof. Dpst(VB0) ⇠= B0 ⌦B Dpst(VB) by Lemma 3.23, so
tr( |DLst(VB0)) = ↵(tr( |DLst(VB)))
for all   2 IL/K . The remaining statements follow immediately.
Consider the case when B is local. If E 0 is its residue field, then E 0 is finite over E
and B is naturally an E 0-algebra. Note that the IK-action on Dpst(VB) has an open kernel.
Since the cohomology of a finite group with coe cients in E 0⌦QpKur0 is trivial in all positive
degrees, it follows from the deformation theory that the representation Dpst(VB) arises from
a representation over E 0⌦QpKur0 . Thus, VB has Galois type ⌧ if and only if VE0 = E 0⌦B VB
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has Galois type ⌧ . For a general finite E-algebra B, we have isomorphisms B ⇠= Qni=1Bmi
and Bred ⇠=
Qn
i=1Ei, where m1, . . . ,mn are the maximal ideals of B and Ei = Bmi/miBmi .
Let VEi = Ei ⌦B VB. We then have the following lemmas analogous to Lemma 3.15 and
3.17.
Lemma 3.25. VB has Galois type ⌧ if and only if VEi has Galois type ⌧ for each i =
1, . . . , n.
Proof. It follows directly from Lemma 3.24.
Lemma 3.26. Let E 0 be a finite extension of E, and let BE0 = E 0 ⌦E B and VBE0 =
BE0 ⌦B VB. Then VB has Galois type ⌧ if and only if VBE0 has Galois type ⌧ .
Proof. Since the natural map of E-algebras B ! BE0 is injective, it follows from Lemma
3.24.
Together with Theorem 3.13, the following theorem is essential in proving the main
result about potentially semi-stable deformation rings.
Theorem 3.27. Let ⌧ be a Galois type, and let L/K be a finite Galois extension in K¯
over which ⌧ becomes trivial. Let A be a finite flat OE-algebra and ⇢ : GK ! GLd(A) be a
Galois representation such that ⇢⌦Zp Qp is semi-stable over L having Hodge-Tate weights
in [0, r].
Suppose that for each positive integer n, there exist a finite flat OE-algebra An, a Galois
representation ⇢n : GK ! GLd(An), and an OE-linear surjection  n : An ! A/pn such that
A/pn ⌦A ⇢ ⇠=  0n   ⇢n as A[GK ]-modules, and that ⇢n ⌦Zp Qp is semi-stable over L having
Hodge-Tate weights in [0, r] and Galois type ⌧ . Here,  0n : GLd(An)⇣ GLd(A/pn) denotes
the natural map induced by  n.
Then ⇢⌦Zp Qp also has Galois type ⌧ .
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Proof. Let B = A[1p ]. We have Bred
⇠= QiEi for some finite extensions Ei/E. Let H/E
be a finite Galois extension containing the Galois closures of Ei for all i. We write AOH =
OH ⌦OE A. Then (AOH )red ⇠= H ⌦E Bred ⇠= H ⌦E
Q
iEi. Since H contains the Galois
closures of Ei for all i, H ⌦E Ei ⇠=
Q
j H with Ei embedding to H di↵erently. This induces
the natural map  l : AOH ! AOH [1p ] ! H to the l-th factor of
Q
j H. Let Al =  l(AOH ).
Since  l : AOH ⇣ Al ⇢ H is a morphism of OH-algebras, Al = OH . By Lemma 3.25 and
3.26, it su ces to show that H ⌦ l,AOH (AOH ⌦A ⇢) has Galois type ⌧ . Therefore, we may
and will replace ⇢ by the representation OH ⌦ l,AOH (AOH ⌦A ⇢).
Denote by L0 the maximal unramified extension of K0 contained in L. Note that
IL/K ⇠= IL/KL0 . Applying the results of Section 3.2 with (L0, KL0, L) in place of (K0, K,K 0),
we get the associated latticeMst(⇢) 2 Lr(', N,Gal(L/KL0)) in DLst(⇢⌦ZpQp). SinceMst(⇢)
is torsion free as OH ⌦ZpOL0-module, we see from the proofs of Lemma 3.19 and Corollary
3.20 that Mst(⇢) is finite projective over OH ⌦Zp OL0 . Since Mst(⇢)[1p ] = DLst(⇢⌦Zp Qp) is a
finite free H ⌦Qp L0-module, Mst(⇢) is finite free over OH ⌦Zp OL0 . Thus, for all   2 IL/K ,
tr( |DLst(⇢⌦Zp Qp)) = tr( |Mst(⇢)) 2 OH .
Now, fix a positive integer n, and let Bn = An[
1
p ]. Bn,red
⇠= Qi Fi for some finite
extensions Fi/E. Let H 0/E be a finite Galois extension containing H and Galois closures
of Fi for all i. Similarly as above, we have natural maps
  : OH ! OH0 ⌦OE OH ⇣ OH0
such that if we set ⇢˜ : GK ! GLd(OH0) to be the representation induced from ⇢ via  ,
then it su ces to show that ⇢˜ ⌦Zp Qp has Galois type ⌧ . Note that for any   2 IL/K ,
tr( |DLst(⇢˜⌦ZpQp)) =  (tr( |DLst(⇢⌦ZpQp))) 2 OH since H/E is Galois. Likewise, we have
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natural maps
An ! OH0 ⌦OE An
 0⇣ OH0 .
 0 has a section s : OH0 ,! OH0 ⌦OE An. Let  n : (OH0 ⌦OE  n)   s : OH0 ⇣ OH0/pn. We
set ⇢˜n : GK ! GLd(OH0) be the Galois representation induced from ⇢n via the above map
An ! OH0⌦OE An
 0⇣ OH0 . Then ⇢˜n⌦ZpQp has Galois type ⌧ , and OH0/pn⌦OH0 ⇢˜ ⇠=  0n   ⇢˜n
as OH0 [GK ]-modules where  0n : GLd(OH0)! GLd(OH0/pn) is the map induced by  n.
Denote by T the torsion GK-representation OH0/pn ⌦OH0 ⇢˜. T has two lifts j1 and j2
corresponding to ⇢˜ and ⇢˜n respectively, and we obtain
Mst,j1(T ), Mst,j2(T ) 2 Mfil,rtor (', N,Gal(L/KL0)). Since Mst(⇢˜) and Mst(⇢˜n) are finite free
OH0⌦ZpOL0-modules of rank d, Mst,j1(T ) and Mst,j2(T ) are finite free over OH0/pn⌦ZpOL0
of rank d, for which we fix a choice of bases. Let   2 IL/K , and for i = 1, 2, let Ci be
the d ⇥ d matrix with coe cients in OH0/pn ⌦Zp OL0 which represents the  -action on
Mst,ji(T ) with respect to the chosen bases. By Corollary 3.9 and Proposition 3.10, there
exist IL/K-equivariant OH0 ⌦Zp OL0-module morphisms g1 : Mst,j1(T ) ! Mst,j2(T ) and
g2 : Mst,j2(T ) ! Mst,j1(T ) such that g1   g2 = pc00Id|Mst,j2 (T ) and g2   g1 = pc
00
Id|Mst,j1 (T )
where c00 is a constant depending only on the Eisenstein polynomial for L/L0 and r. For
i = 1, 2, let Di be the d ⇥ d matrix with coe cients in OH0/pn ⌦Zp OL0 representing gi.
Then D1D2 = D2D1 = pc
00
Id and C2D1 = D1C1. Thus,
tr(C2D1D2) = tr(D1C1D2) = tr(D2D1C1),
i.e., pc
00
tr(C1) = pc
00
tr(C2) in OH0/pn. Since tr( |Mst(⇢˜n)) = tr(⌧( )) 2 OE and
tr( |Mst(⇢˜)) 2 OH , we have
tr( |Mst(⇢˜))  tr(⌧( )) 2 pbn c00cOH .
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Since this holds for all positive integers n, we have tr( |Mst(⇢˜)) = tr(⌧( )).
3.4 Construction of Galois Deformation Ring
We now construct the quotient of a given Galois deformation ring which corresponds to
potentially semi-stable representations of a given p-adic Hodge-Tate type and Galois type.
As before, let E/Qp be a finite extension with residue field F. Let C be the category of
complete Noetherian local OE-algebras with residue field F whose morphisms are local
homomorphisms of OE-algebras that are identity on the residue field. Let C0 be the full
subcategory of C consisting of Artinian rings. We fix (A0,mA0) 2 C where mA0 denotes the
maximal ideal of A0, and let V0 be a free A0-module of rank d equipped with A0-linear
GK-action.
We fix a p-adic Hodge-Tate type v and Galois type ⌧ , and let L/K be a finite Galois
extension over which ⌧ becomes trivial. For A 2 C0 and a GK-representation VA induced
from V0 by a morphism A0 ! A in C, we say VA is potentially semi-stable of type (v, ⌧)
if there exist a finite flat OE-algebra B 2 C, a surjection f : B ! A of OE-algebras
in C, and a free B-module VB of rank d equipped with a B-linear GK-action such that
VB ⌦Zp Qp is potentially semi-stable having p-adic Hodge-Tate type v and Galois type ⌧ ,
and A⌦f,B VB ⇠= VA.
Consider an assignment Dv,⌧ : C0 ! Sets associating to A 2 C0 the set of represen-
tations induced from V0 by morphisms A0 ! A in C, which are potentially semi-stable of
type (v, ⌧).
Lemma 3.28. Dv,⌧ is a functor.
Proof. Let R, S 2 C0 and let   : R ! S be a morphism in C0. It su ces to show that
if ⇢ 2 Dv,⌧ (R), then     ⇢ 2 Dv,⌧ (S). There exists a surjective ring homomorphism
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 0 : R[x1, . . . , xn] ⇣ S which extends   such that  0(xi) 2 mS for each i. Let Im,R ⇢
R[x1, . . . , xn] denote the ideal generated by the m-th degree homogeneous polynomials
with coe cients in R. Since S is Artinian,  0(Im) = 0 for a su ciently large m, and  0
induces a surjection R[x1, . . . , xn]/Im ⇣ S for such m. Since ⇢ is potentially semi-stable
of type (v, ⌧), there exist a finite flat OE-algebra B 2 C, a finite free B-module VB, and
a surjective morphism of OE-algebras f : B ! R satisfying the conditions as above. f
induces surjective homomorphisms of OE-algebras
f 0 : B0 := B[x1, . . . , xn]/Im,B ⇣ R[x1, . . . , xn]/Im,R ⇣ S.
Note that B0 2 C, and all the above morphisms are in C. Let VB0 = B0 ⌦B VB. VB0 ⌦Zp Qp
is semi-stable over L, and has p-adic Hodge-Tate type v by Lemma 3.12. Moreover, by
Lemma 3.24, it has Galois type ⌧ .
We use Schlessinger’s criteria in [33] to show that Dv,⌧ is pro-representable. Let
F[T ]/T 2 = F[✏] with ✏ being the image of T . A morphism R ! S in C0 is called small if
it is surjective such that the kernel is a principal ideal of R killed by mR. Note that the
projection F[✏]! F is small.
For a functorD0 : C0 ! Sets satisfying |D0(F)| = 1 and R0, R1, R2 2 C0 with morphisms
f : R1 ! R0 and g : R2 ! R0 in C0, we have a natural map
(⇤) D0(R1 ⇥R0 R2)! D0(R1)⇥D0(R0) D0(R2),
where R1⇥R0 R2 = {(a, b) 2 R1⇥R2 | f(a) = g(b)} and D0(R1)⇥D0(R0)D0(R2) = {(a, b) 2
D0(R1)⇥D0(R2) | D0(f)(a) = D0(g)(b)}. Consider the following four conditions on D0:
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H1. If R2 ! R0 is small, then (⇤) is surjective.
H2. If R0 = F, R2 = F[✏], then for the natural projection R2 ! R0, (⇤) is bijective.
H3. D0(F[✏]) is finite dimensional over F.
H4. If R1 = R2 and Ri ! R0 (i = 1, 2) are the same small map, then (⇤) is bijective.
The following theorem is proved in [33] and [31].
Theorem 3.29. (cf. [33, Theorem 2.11], [31, Theorem 1.1])
1. H1, H2, H3, H4 hold if and only if D0 is pro-representable, i.e., representable by
an object in C.
2. Suppose D0 is pro-representable and let D00 be a subfunctor of D0. Then D00 is pro-
representable if and only if H1 holds for D00.
Proposition 3.30. The functor Dv,⌧ is pro-representable by a quotient Av,⌧0 of A0.
Proof. By Theorem 3.29 and [31, Proposition 1.2], it su ces to show that the map (⇤) for
Dv,⌧ is surjective when R2 ! R0 is small. Let ⇢˜ 2 Dv,⌧ (R1) ⇥Dv,⌧ (R0) Dv,⌧ (R2) and write
R3 := R1 ⇥R0 R2. There exists a representation ⇢ : GK ! GLd(R3) induced from V0 by
a morphism A0 ! R3 in C which maps to ⇢˜ under (⇤). For i = 1, 2, let ⇢˜i 2 Dv,⌧ (Ri)
such that (⇢˜1, ⇢˜2) = ⇢˜ 2 Dv,⌧ (R1)⇥Dv,⌧ (R0) Dv,⌧ (R2). The natural injection R3 ,! R1 ⇥R2
induces an injection of Galois representations ⇢˜ ,! ⇢˜1⇥ ⇢˜2. Since ⇢˜i 2 Dv,⌧ (Ri), there exist
finite flat OE-algebra Bi 2 C lifting Ri and finite free Bi-module VBi lifting ⇢˜i such that
VBi ⌦Zp Qp is semi-stable over L having p-adic Hodge-Tate type v and Galois type ⌧ . For
the natural projection q : B1 ⇥ B2 ! R1 ⇥ R2, write B := {a 2 B1 ⇥ B2 | q(a) 2 R3}.
Then B is a finite flat OE-algebra in C, and the induced map q : B ! R3 is a surjective
OE-module morphism in C. Furthermore, the representation GK ! GLd(B1⇥B2) induced
by VB1 VB2 factors through GLd(B), giving a representation VB such that R3⌦q,B VB ⇠= ⇢.
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By the main theorem for semi-stable representations in [25], there exists a quotient Bst,L
of B associated to the locus of semi-stable representations over L induced from VB. Since
(VB1   VB2) ⌦Zp Qp is semi-stable over L and B injects into B1 ⇥ B2, we have Bst,L = B.
Thus, VB ⌦Zp Qp is semi-stable over L. Furthermore, since (VB1   VB2) ⌦Zp Qp has p-adic
Hodge-Tate type v and Galois type ⌧ , VB ⌦Zp Qp also has p-adic Hodge-Tate type v and
Galois type ⌧ by Lemma 3.18 and 3.24.
We conclude this section by proving Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let A := ⇢(A0) ⇢ B. A is a finite flat OE-algebra in C. Suppose
first that VB := B ⌦⇢,A0 V0 is potentially semi-stable having p-adic Hodge-Tate type v and
Galois type ⌧ . Since A injects into B, we see for the induced representation VA := A⌦⇢,A0V0
that VA⌦ZpQp is semi-stable over L. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.18 and 3.24, VA⌦ZpQp has
p-adic Hodge-Tate type v and Galois type ⌧ . So for every positive integer n, A/pn⌦A VA 2
Dv,⌧ (A/pn), and ⇢ factors through Av,⌧0 [
1
p ].
Conversely, suppose ⇢ factors through Av,⌧0 [
1
p ]. For every positive integer n, A/p
n ⌦A
VA 2 Dv,⌧ (A/pn). By the main theorem for semi-stable representations in [25], VB is semi-
stable over L. And by Theorem 3.13 and 3.27, VB has p-adic Hodge-Tate type v and Galois
type ⌧ .
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4 Barsotti-Tate Representations in the Relative Case
4.1 Introduction
We keep the notations as in the previous sections (except that we will now define S :=
R0[[u]]). LetR0 be a ring which is unramified-good as in Definition 1.7. LetR = R0⌦W (k)OK
be the base ring for our relative setting. In the case R = OK , Raynaud showed the following
theorem.
Theorem 4.1. (Raynaud [32, Proposition 2.3.1]) Let G = (Gn)n 1 be a p-divisible group
over K. Suppose that for each n, Gn extends to a finite locally free group scheme over
OK. Then G extends to a p-divisible group over OK, and such an extension is unique up
to isomorphism.
In order to study Question 1.1 about the locus of Barsotti-Tate representations in the
relative case, we formulate a generalized question for a higher dimensional base ring R.
Question 4.2. Let G = (Gn)n 1 be a p-divisible group over R[1p ]. Suppose that for each n,
Gn extends to a finite locally free group scheme over R. Then does G extend to a p-divisible
group over R?
We first study the 2-dimensional cases when R = OK [[t]] and when R = OKht±1i which
is the p-adic completion of the ring OK [t±1]. The proof of Theorem 4.1 given in [32] relies
on the construction of scheme theoretic closure, which turns out to be a finite locally free
group scheme when R = OK . However, even for the simplest higher dimensional case
R = OK [[t]], the analogue of scheme theoretic closure does not yield finite locally free group
schemes in general. In fact, the answer to Question 4.2 is negative. We show that the failure
of the higher dimensional version of Raynaud’s theorem is closely related to the non-purity
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result for a high ramification shown by Vasiu and Zink in [37]. Using the counter-example
to the purity given in [37], we prove the following.
Theorem 4.3. When e   p and R = OK [[t]], a p-divisible group G given as in Question
4.2 does not extend to R in general.
Instead, we prove that the following weaker extendability holds.
Theorem 4.4. Let R = OK [[t]] and let G be as in Question 4.2. Then G extends to a
p-divisible group over SpecR \ {m}, where m is the maximal ideal of OK [[t]]. Furthermore,
such an extension is unique up to isomorphism.
When the ramification index is low, we have the positive result as stated in the following
theorem:
Theorem 4.5. In the situation of Question 4.2 with R = OK [[t]] or R = OKht±1i, suppose
further that the ramification index e  p   1. Then G extends to a p-divisible group over
R uniquely up to isomorphism.
For higher dimensional cases with a low ramification, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.6. In the situation of Question 4.2 with R = OK [[t1, . . . , td]] or
R = OKht±11 , . . . , t±1d i, suppose e < p   1. Then G extends to a p-divisible group over R
uniquely up to isomorphism.
We will further see that Theorem 4.6 can be generalized to Theorem 1.8(2).
The main method for proving these results is the study of (torsion) Kisin modules of
height 1. We make use of the generalizations of Breuil-Kisin classification of p-divisible
groups and finite locally free group schemes in the relative case, which is established by
Kim in [17]. Then, by considering certain “saturated” torsion modules over S := R0[[u]],
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we generalize the weak full faithfulness of the functor TS mapping torsion Kisin modules
to Galois representations, which is studied in [25] when R = OK .
When R = OKht±11 , . . . , t±1d i, it is necessary to take into account the topologically quasi-
nilpotent integrable connections for torsion Kisin modules associated with finite locally free
group schemes. To get a compatible system of such connections, we apply a finiteness result
on the moduli of connections shown by Vasiu in [36].
The above results have an application in the study of Barsotti-Tate representations in
the relative case. We prove Theorem 1.9 and Corollary 1.10, which in particular state
that (assuming some conditions on the base scheme) being Barsotti-Tate is a Zariski-closed
condition when the ramification is low.
4.2 Relative Breuil-Kisin Classification
4.2.1 Classification of p-divisible Groups and Finite Locally Free Group Schemes
We first explain the classification of p-divisible groups and finite locally free group schemes
over R via certain Kisin modules, which is proved in [18] when R = OK and generalized in
[17] to the relative case.
Let R0 be an unramified-good ring, and let R = R0 ⌦W (k) OK as above so that R is
good as in Definition 1.7.
Lemma 4.7. R0 and R0/pR0 are both regular.
Proof. Let k0 and J be as in Definition 1.7 so that R0 is formally smooth formally finite
type over W (k0) with respect to the J-adic topology. We have J ⇢ rad(R0) since R0 is
J-adically complete. Furthermore, R0 is Noetherian since J is finitely generated.
Note that R0/pR0 is a formally smooth formally finite type k0-algebra with respect
to the J/p-adic topology. Let M¯ ⇢ R0/pR0 be a maximal ideal. Then (R0/pR0)M¯ is
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formally smooth over k0 with respect to M¯(R0/pR0)M¯-adic topology. By [28, Lemma 28.1],
(R0/pR0)M¯ is regular. Thus, R0/pR0 is regular.
We have p 2 rad(R0). By [28, Theorem 28.9], R0 is flat over W (k). Let M ⇢ R0 be
a maximal ideal, and write M¯ := M/p ⇢ R0/pR0. Note that (R0)M/p = (R0/pR0)M¯ is a
regular local ring and hence an integral domain by [28, Theorem 14.3]. Thus, we have the
following identity of Krull dimensions:
dim((R0)M/p) + 1 = dim((R0)M).
From this, we conclude that (R0)M is regular, and thus R0 is regular.
For an Fp-algebra A, we say that A locally has a finite p-basis if locally A is finite free as
a module over itself via Frobenius, having a basis given by monomials {xI | I = (i↵), 0 
i↵ < p} (cf. [9, Definition 1.1.1]).
Lemma 4.8. R0/pR0 locally has a finite p-basis.
Proof. Note that R0/pR0 is regular by Lemma 4.7. Since k is perfect and R0/pR0 is formally
finite type with respect to a finitely generated ideal, R0/pR0 is finite as a module over itself
via Frobenius. Thus, by [22, Theorem 15.7] and [39, Lemma 7], R0/pR0 locally has a finite
p-basis.
By Lemma 4.8, R satisfies the p-basis assumption and formally finite-type assumption
defined in [17, Section 2.2]. In particular, we can apply the results in [17] for classifying
p-divisible groups and finite locally free group schemes over R.
Typical examples are R = OK [[t1, . . . , td]] or R = OKht±11 , . . . , t±1d i. Denote by ⌦ˆR0 :=
lim  n⌦(R0/pn)/Zp the module of p-adically continuous Kahler di↵erentials, and letS = R0[[u]].
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By [17, Lemma 2.3.1], the natural Frobenius on W (k) extends (not necessarily uniquely)
to R0. We fix such a Frobenius morphism ' on R0. Let r be a positive integer.
Definition 4.9. A Kisin module of height r is a pair (M,'M) where
• M is a finitely generated projective S-module, and
• 'M :M!M is a '-semilinear map such that coker(1⌦ 'M) is killed by E(u)r.
A morphism between two Kisin modules (M1,'M1) and (M2,'M2) is a morphism as S-
modules which is compatible with 'Mi . Let Mod
r
S(') denote the category of Kisin modules
of height r.
Let pc0 be the constant term of E(u). If (M,'M) 2 ModrS('), then 1⌦'M : '⇤M!M
is injective since M is finite projective over S and coker(1⌦'M) is killed by E(u)r. Thus,
there exists a unique injectiveS-linear morphism  M :M! '⇤M such that (1⌦'M)  M =
c r0 E(u)
rIdM and  M   (1⌦ 'M) = c r0 E(u)rId'⇤M.
Let ModrS(',r) denote the category whose objects are triples (M,'M,rM) such that
(M,'M) is a Kisin module of height r, M := R0⌦',SM, and rM :M!M⌦R0 ⌦ˆR0 is a
topologically quasi-nilpotent integrable connection which commutes with 'M := 'R0⌦'M.
The following theorem is proved in [17].
Theorem 4.10. (cf. [17, Corollary 6.3.1 and 10.3.1, Remark 6.1.6 and 6.3.5]) There exists
an exact anti-equivalence of categories
M⇤ : {p-divisible groups over R}! Mod1S(',r).
Let R00 be another unramified-good ring equipped with a Frobenius. Then the formation of
M⇤ commutes with any base change R ! R0 := R00 ⌦W (k) OK induced by a '-equivariant
morphism R0 ! R00.
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When R0 = W (k)[[t1, . . . , td]] with ' given by '(ti) = t
p
i , the natural functor
Mod1S(',r)! Mod1S(') forgetting the connection is an equivalence of categories.
The classification of finite locally free group schemes over R is obtained by considering
torsion Kisin modules.
Definition 4.11. A torsion Kisin module of height r is a pair (M,'M) where
• M is a finitely presented S-module killed by some power of p, and of S-projective
dimension  1, and
• 'M :M!M is a '-semilinear map such that coker(1⌦ 'M) is killed by E(u)r.
Let Modtor,rS (') denote the category of torsion Kisin modules of height r.
Lemma 4.12. Let (M,'M) 2 Modtor,rS ('). Then 1⌦ 'M : '⇤M!M is injective.
Proof. Let R00 be the p-adic completion of the perfect closure lim !'(R0)(p). By the universal
property of Witt vectors, we have a '-equivariant isomorphism R00 ⇠= W (k0) where k0 :=
lim !' Frac(R0/p) denotes the perfect closure of Frac(R0/p). Let S0 := R00[[u]], and let bg :
R0 ! R00 be the natural '-equivariant map. Note that M0 := M ⌦S,bg S0 equipped with
'M0 := 'M⌦'S0 is a Kisin module of height r over S0. Furthermore, we have the following
commutative diagram.
'⇤M M
'⇤(M0) M0
1⌦'M
1⌦'M0
Since M has S-projective dimension 1 and is killed by some power of p, the right vertical
map is injective. Since ' : S ! S is flat by [6, Lemma 7.1.8], the left vertical map is
also injective. Furthermore, by [25, Proposition 2.3.2], the bottom map is injective since
R00 ⇠= W (k0). This implies that the top map is injective.
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By Lemma 4.12, there exists a unique injective S-linear morphism  M : M ! '⇤M
such that (1⌦ 'M)    M = c r0 E(u)rIdM and  M   (1⌦ 'M) = c r0 E(u)rId'⇤M.
Let Modtor,rS (',r) denote the category whose objects are triples (M,'M,rM) such that
(M,'M) is a torsion Kisin module of height r,M := R0⌦',SM, andrM :M!M⌦R0⌦ˆR0
is a topologically quasi-nilpotent integrable connection which commutes with 'M. The
following proposition and theorems are shown in [17].
Proposition 4.13. (cf. [17, Proposition 9.3]) There exists an exact fully faithful func-
tor M⇤ from the category of p-power order finite locally free group schemes over R to
Modtor,1S (',r) with the following properties:
• Let H be a finite locally free group scheme over R. If H = ker(d : G0 ! G1) for
an isogeny d of p-divisible groups, then there exists a natural isomorphism M⇤(H) ⇠=
coker(M⇤(d)) of torsion Kisin modules.
• Let R00 be another unramified-good ring equipped with a Frobenius. Then the formation
of M⇤ commutes with any base change R ! R0 := R00 ⌦W (k) OK induced by a '-
equivariant morphism R0 ! R00.
Theorem 4.14. (cf. [17, Theorem 9.4]) When R0 = W (k)[[t1, . . . , td]] with ' given by
'(ti) = t
p
i , the functor M
⇤ as in Proposition 4.13 composed with the natural functor
Modtor,1S (',r)! Modtor,1S (') forgetting the connection is an anti-equivalence of categories.
We denote by (Mod FI)S(',r) the full subcategory of Modtor,1S (',r) consisting of M
such that M ⇠=  Mi as a S-module where Mi are projective over S/pni .
Theorem 4.15. (cf. [17, Theorem 9.4]) M⇤ as in Proposition 4.13 induces an anti-
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equivalence of categories:
M⇤ :
8>>>><>>>>:
p-power order finite locally
free group schemes H over R
such that H[pn] is locally free for all n
9>>>>=>>>>;! (Mod FI)S(',r).
4.2.2 E´tale '-modules and Galois Representations
We summarize the results in [17, Section 7] about e´tale '-modules in the relative setting,
and associate Question 4.2 with a question about (torsion) Kisin modules of height 1. The
underlying theory is based on Scholze’s work on perfectoid spaces in [34].
We assume further that R is an integral domain. Let R¯ denote the union of normal R-
subalgebras R0 of a fixed separable closure of R such that R0[1p ] is finite e´tale over R[
1
p ]. Then
SpecR¯[1p ] is a pro-universal covering of SpecR[
1
p ], and R¯ is an integral closure of R in R¯[
1
p ].
Let ˆ¯R be the p-adic completion of R¯, and let GR := Gal(R¯[1p ]/R[1p ]) = ⇡e´t1 (SpecR[1p ], ⌘)
where ⌘ is a geometric point we choose (the more precise notation in accordance with
GK = Gal(K¯/K) would be GR[ 1p ], but we use GR for brevity). We choose a compatible
system of pn-th roots $n of $, and let L be the p-adic completion of
S
n 0K0($n). Then
L is a perfectoid field, and ( ˆ¯R[1p ],
ˆ¯R) is a perfectoid a noid L-algebra.
Let $ := ($n) 2 L[ where L[ denotes the tilt of L as defined in [34]. Let (R¯[[ 1$ ], R¯[) be
the tilt of ( ˆ¯R[1p ],
ˆ¯R). Let E+R1 := S/p, and let E˜
+
R1 be the u-adic completion of lim !'E
+
R1 .
Let ER1 = E
+
R1 [
1
u ] and E˜R1 = E˜
+
R1 [
1
u ]. By [34, Proposition 5.9], (E˜R1 , E˜
+
R1) is a perfec-
toid a noid L[-algebra, and we have the natural injection (E˜R1 , E˜
+
R1) ,! (R¯[[ 1$ ], R¯[) given
by u 7! $. Let (R˜1[1p ], R˜1) be a perfectoid a noid L-algebra whose tilt is (E˜R1 , E˜+R1).
Let GR˜1 be the e´tale fundamental group of SpecR˜1[1p ] with the given geometric point ⌘.
Then, we have a continuous map GR˜1 ! GR, which is a closed embedding by [15, Proposi-
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tion 5.4.54]. By the almost purity theorem in [34], R¯[[ 1$ ] can be canonically identified with
the $-adic completion of the a ne ring of a pro-universal covering of SpecE˜R1 , and defin-
ing GE˜R1 using this pro-universal covering, there is a canonical isomorphism GE˜R1 ⇠= GR˜1 .
Now, let OE be the p-adic completion of S[ 1u ], and let E = OE [1p ]. Note that ' on S
extends naturally to E .
Definition 4.16. An e´tale (',OE)-module is a pair (M,'M) whereM is a finitely generated
OE -module and 'M : M !M is a '-semilinear endomorphism such that the linearization
1⌦ 'M : '⇤M !M is an isomorphism. We say that an e´tale (',OE)-module is projective
(resp. torsion) if the underlying OE -module M is projective (resp. p-power torsion).
Let Mode´tOE (') denote the category of e´tale (',OE)-modules. Let Mode´t,prOE (') and
Mode´t,torOE (') respectively denote the full subcategories of projective and torsion objects.
Note that there exists a natural notion of a subquotient, direct sum, and tensor prod-
uct for e´tale (',OE)-modules. Duality is defined for projective and torsion objects. For
(M,'M) a Kisin module (resp. torsion Kisin module) of height r, (M⌦SOE , 'M⌦'OE ) is
a projective (resp. torsion) e´tale (',OE)-module, since 1⌦'M is injective and its cokernel
is killed by E(u)r.
We considerW (R¯[[ 1$ ]) as an OE -algebra via u 7! [$], and let OurE be the integral closure
of OE in W (R¯[[ 1$ ]). Let OˆurE be its p-adic closure, and let
Sur := OˆurE \W (R¯[) ⇢ W (R¯[[
1
$
]).
Since OE is normal, we have AutOE (OurE ) ⇠= GER1 , and by [15, Proposition 5.4.54] and the
almost purity theorem, we have GER1 ⇠= GE˜R1 ⇠= GR˜1 . This induces GR˜1-action on OˆurE
and on Sur.
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Remark 4.17. We use a di↵erent definition of Sur from the one used in [17, Section 7]. The
definition we give here is the one used in [25] and [18] for the case R = OK . The reason is
that we need Lemma 4.26, for which the proof relies on Lemma 4.24.
Lemma 4.18. We have OE = (OˆurE )GR˜1 , and S = (Sur)GR˜1 . The same holds modulo pn.
Proof. By [17, Lemma 7.2.6], we have OE = (OˆurE )GR˜1 , and the same statement holds
modulo pn. Hence, it su ces to show that (Sur)GR˜1 ⇢ S.
Note that the perfectoid algebra R¯[[ 1$ ] is equipped with the rank-1 $-adic valuation
| · |$ satisfying |$|$ = |$| (cf. [34, Lemma 3.4 and Section 5]). For x 2 OE/p, we have
x 2 S/p if and only if |x|$  1. Thus, OE/p \ R¯[ = S/p.
Hence, OE \W (R¯[) = S, which implies that (Sur)GR˜1 ⇢ S.
Lemma 4.19. There exists a unique GR˜1-equivariant ring endomorphism ' on OˆurE lifting
the p-th power map on OurE /(p) and extending ' on OE . Moreover, this map restricts to
' : Sur ! Sur, and the natural inclusion OˆurE ,! W (R¯[[ 1$ ]) is '-equivariant.
Proof. By [17, Lemma 7.2.7], we only need to prove the statement about the restriction of
' to Sur. This follows from Sur = OˆurE \W (R¯[) and that the inclusion OˆurE ,! W (R¯[[ 1$ ])
is '-equivariant.
Let RepZp(GR˜1) be the category of finite Zp-modules equipped with continuous GR˜1-
action. Let RepfreeZp (GR˜1) and ReptorZp (GR˜1) respectively denote the full subcategories of free
and torsion objects. ForM 2 Mode´tOE (') and T 2 RepZp(GR˜1), let T (M) := (OˆurE ⌦OEM)'=1
and D(T ) := (OˆurE ⌦Zp T )GR˜1 . The following is proved in [17].
Proposition 4.20. (cf. [17, Proposition 7.3], [16, Lemma 4.1.1], [1, Theorem 7.11])
The constructions T and D give exact quasi-inverse equivalences of ⌦-categories between
Mode´tOE (') and RepZp(GR˜1). Moreover, T and D restrict to rank-preserving equivalences
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of categories between Mode´t,prOE (') and Rep
free
Zp (GR˜1), and length-preserving equivalences of
categories between Mode´t,torOE (') and Rep
tor
Zp (GR˜1). In both cases, T and D commute with
taking dual.
ForM in Mode´t,prOE (') (resp. Mod
e´t,tor
OE (')), we define the contravariant functor T
_(M) :=
HomOE ,'(M, OˆurE ) (resp. HomOE ,'(M, OˆurE ⌦Zp Qp/Zp)). For a Kisin module M of height
r, we define T_S(M) := HomS,'(M,S
ur). For a torsion Kisin module M of height r, let
T_S(M) := HomS,'(M,S
ur⌦ZpQp/Zp). Note that if we have a short exact sequence of e´tale
(',OE)-modules 0 ! M˜ 0 ! M˜ ! M ! 0 where M˜ 0 and M˜ are OE -projective and M is
p-power torsion, then we have a natural GR˜1-equivariant short exact sequence
0! T_(M˜)! T_(M˜ 0)! T_(M)! 0.
Remark 4.21. Our notation for the contravariant functor T_S is di↵erent from the one used
in [25] for the case R = OK . In [25], the same functor is denoted by TS.
Now, if GR is a p-divisible group over R, we write Tp(GR) := HomR¯(Qp/Zp, GR ⇥R R¯),
which is a finite free Zp-representation of GR. By [17, Corollary 8.2], we have a natural
GR˜1-equivariant isomorphism T_(M⇤(GR)⌦SOE) ⇠= Tp(GR). If H is a p-power order finite
locally free group scheme over R, then H(R¯) is a finite torsion Zp-module equipped with a
continuous action of GR. By [17, Proposition 9.5.1], there exists a natural GR˜1-equivariant
isomorphism H(R¯) ⇠= T_(M⇤(H)⌦SOE), and if H = ker(d : G0 ! G1) for some isogeny d
of p-divisible groups, then the isomorphism H(R¯) ⇠= T_(M⇤(H)⌦SOE) is compatible with
the isomorphism Tp(Gi) ⇠= T_(M⇤(Gi)⌦S OE).
Note that any p-divisible group over R[1p ] is e´tale, so the category of p-divisible groups
over R[1p ] is equivalent to the category of finite free Zp-representations of GR. Thus, by
Theorem 4.10, Proposition 4.13 and 4.20, we see that for a p-divisible group G given as in
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Question 4.2, the corresponding e´tale (',OE)-module M satisfies the assumptions given in
the following question.
Question 4.22. LetM 2 Mode´t,prOE (') such that for each n   1, there exists a torsion Kisin
module Mn of height 1 which is in the essential image of the functor M⇤ as in Proposition
4.13, and satisfies Mn ⌦S OE ⇠= M/pn as e´tale (',OE)-modules. Then, does there exist a
Kisin module M 2 Mod1S(',r) such that M⌦S OE ⇠= M as e´tale (',OE)-modules?
We study Question 4.22 in the next sections for the cases R = OK [[t]] and R = OKht±1i.
Remark 4.23. Note that studying Question 4.22 is su cient to answer Question 4.2 when
the natural forgetful functor from the category of GR-representations arising from p-divisible
groups over R to the category RepfreeZp (GR˜1) is fully faithful. This holds when R = OK by
[18, Corollary 2.1.14], but we do not know this for general R. However, for the base
rings we consider (e.g. R = OK [[t1, . . . , td]] or R = OKht±11 , . . . , t±1d i), we show by direct
constructions that studying Question 4.22 is su cient to prove the theorems stated in the
introduction.
4.3 R = OK [[t]] Case
4.3.1 Weak Full Faithfulness of T_S
In this subsection, we let R0 = W (k)[[t]] so that R = OK [[t]]. We fix the Frobenius ' on R0 to
be given by t 7! tp. In [25, Theorem 2.4.2], certain weak full faithfulness of the functor T_S
on the category of torsion Kisin modules of height r is shown when R = OK . We generalize
this result to the case R = OK [[t]]. Let R00 be the p-adic completion of lim !'(R0)(p). By the
universal property of Witt vectors, we have a '-equivariant isomorphism R00 ⇠= W (k((t))perf)
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where k((t))perf := lim !' k((t)) = lim !' Frac(R0/p) denotes the perfect closure of k((t)). The
natural '-equivariant map bg : R0 ! R00 induces the base change
bg : R! R0 := R00 ⌦W (k) OK .
Let S0 := R00[[u]], and let OE 0 be the p-adic completion of S0[ 1u ] and E 0 := OE 0 [1p ]. We
similarly denote by R¯0, R¯0[, S0ur and OˆurE 0 the corresponding rings constructed for R0 as in
Section 4.2.2 compatibly with the base change bg.
Lemma 4.24. We have
E \OE 0 = OE , S0ur \ OˆurE = Sur, and Sur[
1
p
] \ OˆurE = Sur
where all the intersections are taken inside W (R¯0[[ 1$ ])[
1
p ].
Proof. Note that R¯0[[ 1$ ] is a perfectoid field which is the tilt of
ˆ¯R0[1p ], and it is equipped
with the rank-1 valuation induced from that on ˆ¯R0[1p ] satisfying |$|R¯0[[ 1$ ] = |$| ˆ¯R0[ 1p ] (cf. [34,
Lemma 3.4]). If we regard R¯[[ 1$ ] as a subring of R¯
0[[ 1$ ], then for any x 2 R¯[[ 1$ ], we have
x 2 R¯[ if and only if |x|
R¯0[[ 1$ ]
 1. Thus, R¯[ = R¯[[ 1$ ] \ R¯0
[
. Every element y 2 W (R¯0[[ 1$ ])
is uniquely written as y =
P1
n=0 p
n[y¯n] with y¯n 2 R¯0[[ 1$ ] and [y¯n] denoting the Teichmu¨ller
lift. So W (R¯[) = W (R¯[[ 1$ ]) \W (R¯0
[
) inside W (R¯0[[ 1$ ]), and
S0ur \ OˆurE = (W (R¯0[) \ OˆurE 0 ) \ OˆurE = W (R¯0[) \ OˆurE = Sur
since OˆurE ⇢ W (R¯[[ 1$ ]).
Now, for any x 2 W (R¯[)[1p ], we have x 2 W (R¯[) if and only if the p-adic norm of x  1.
SoW (R¯[)[1p ]\W (R¯[[ 1$ ]) = W (R¯[) insideW (R¯[[ 1$ ])[1p ]. This implies Sur[1p ]\OˆurE ⇢ W (R¯[),
and therefore Sur[1p ] \ OˆurE = Sur.
The identity E \OE 0 = OE is clear by considering the p-adic norm as above.
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Lemma 4.25. For anyM 2 Modtor,rS ('), there exist N,N0 2 ModrS(') and a '-equivariant
exact sequence
0! N0 ! N!M! 0.
Proof. This can be proved by a similar argument as in the proof of [18, Lemma 2.3.4] as
follows. Let L := coker(1 ⌦ 'M) and Q := im(1 ⌦ 'M). We choose a finite free S/E(u)r-
module L˜ which surjects onto L and a finite free S-module N which surjects onto both M
and L˜. Set Q˜ := ker(N ⇣ L˜). By replacing N by N  Sr where Sr surjects onto Q and
maps to zero in L˜ if necessary, we may assume that Q˜ surjects onto Q under the projection
N⇣M. Then we have the following commutative diagram with exact rows.
0 Q˜ N L˜ 0
0 Q M L 0
Since L˜ is free over S/E(u)r and S/E(u)r has S-projective dimension 1, Q˜ is free over
S of the same rank as N. We may write Q˜ = Q˜0   Q˜1 where Q˜1 maps to 0 in Q and
Q˜0 ⌦S k ⇠=! Q⌦S k. Note that '⇤M ⇠= Q by Lemma 4.12. Since '⇤N is a free S-module,
the composite '⇤N⇣ '⇤M ⇠= Q lifts to a map '⇤N! Q˜0, and any such lift is a surjection.
We may then lift this further to a surjection '⇤N! Q˜ and any such lift is an isomorphism,
since '⇤N and Q˜ are free S-modules of the same rank. We choose such a lift '⇤N ⇠= Q˜,
and define 'N by
1⌦ 'N : '⇤N ⇠= Q˜ ,! N.
Then (N,'N) 2 ModrS(') and the projection N⇣M is '-equivariant. Let N0 := ker(N⇣
M) with 'N0 induced from 'N. Note that N0 is finite projective over S. Since ' : S! S
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is flat by [6, Lemma 7.1.8], we have the following commutative diagram with exact rows.
0 '⇤(N0) '⇤(N) '⇤(M) 0
0 N0 N M 0
1⌦'N0 1⌦'N 1⌦'M
By the Snake Lemma, this induces a natural embedding coker(1 ⌦ 'N0) ,! coker(1 ⌦ 'N)
since 1⌦ 'M is injective. Thus, coker(1⌦ 'N0) is killed by E(u)r, and N0 2 ModrS(').
Lemma 4.26. Let M be a (torsion) Kisin module of height r. Then the natural map
T_S(M)! T_(M⌦S OE) induced by the natural inclusion Sur ,! OˆurE is an isomorphism.
Proof. First, suppose that M is a Kisin module of height r. Consider the base change
bg : R ! R0 as above. The natural morphism T_(M ⌦S OE) ! T_(M ⌦S OE 0) is an
injective map of finite free Zp-modules of the same rank. Its image is saturated since
E \OE 0 = OE in E 0 by Lemma 4.24, so it is an isomorphism. Note that M0 := M⌦S,bg S0
is a Kisin module of height r over S0. Since R0 ⇠= W (k((t))perf) ⌦W (k) OK , the natural
map T_S0(M
0) ! T_(M0 ⌦S0 OE 0) is an isomorphism by [25, Corollary 2.2.2]. Thus, any
'-equivariant map from M to OˆurE 0 has the image in S0ur \ OˆurE = Sur by Lemma 4.24, and
the map T_S(M)! T_(M⌦S OE) is an isomorphism.
Now, suppose that M is a torsion Kisin module of height r. By Lemma 4.24, the
natural map Sur[1p ]/S
ur ! OˆurE [1p ]/OˆurE is injective, and the map T_S(M)! T_(M⌦S OE)
is injective.
By Lemma 4.25, there exists a '-equivariant exact sequence
0! N˜! N!M! 0
for some Kisin modules N˜, N of height r. This yields an exact sequence of e´tale (',OE)-
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modules
0! N˜⌦S OE ! N⌦S OE !M⌦S OE ! 0.
By Proposition 4.20, this induces the natural GR˜1-equivariant short exact sequence
0! T_(N⌦S OE)! T_(N˜⌦S OE)! T_(M⌦S OE)! 0.
The maps T_S(N)! T_(N⌦SOE) and T_S(N˜)! T_(N˜⌦SOE) are isomorphisms by above.
Note that the natural map T_S(N˜) ! T_S(M) induced by the isomorphism N˜ ⌦Zp Qp
⇠=!
N⌦Zp Qp fits into the following commutative diagram.
T_S(N˜) T
_
S(M)
T_(N˜⌦S OE) T_(M⌦S OE)
⇠=
Since the left vertical map and bottom map are surjective, the right vertical map is surjec-
tive. Thus, the map T_S(M)! T_(M⌦S OE) is an isomorphism.
Let Sn := S/pn. For studying torsion Kisin modules of height r, it is convenient
to work with a certain subring of Surn := S
ur/pn. We define F f(r)S (S
ur
n ) to be the set
of '-stable finite Sn-submodules of Surn such that coker(1 ⌦ ') is killed by E(u)r. Let
Sf(r)n :=
[
M2F f(r)S (Surn )
M. Note that Sf(r)n is a '-stable Sn-subalgebra of Surn , and it is
GR˜1-stable since ' and GR˜1-action on Surn commute. The following lemma is immediate.
Lemma 4.27. For a torsion Kisin module M of height r which is killed by pn, we have the
natural isomorphism
HomS,'(M,S
f(r)
n ) ⇠= HomS,'(M,Surn ) = T_S(M).
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Now, we study the duality for (torsion) Kisin modules of height r. We define a '-
semilinear morphism '_ : S! S by 1 7! c r0 E(u)r, where pc0 is the constant term of E(u).
Denote by S_ the ring S equipped with '_. Similarly, we denote by S_n , S
f(r),_
n , Sur,_n and
Sur,_ the corresponding rings equipped with '_. Suppose r = 1. From the construction
in [17] of the functor M⇤ in Theorem 4.10 using Dieudonne´ crystals and by [4, Example
2.2.3], we see that M⇤(µp1) = S_, and therefore M⇤(µpn) = S_n . Thus, by [17, Corollary
8.2, Proposition 9.5.1] and Lemma 4.26, we have isomorphisms of Zp[GR˜1 ]-modules
Tp(µp1) ⇠= Zp(1) ⇠= T_(S_ ⌦S OE) ⇠= T_S(S_)
and
Tp(µpn) ⇠= (Zp/pn)(1) ⇠= T_(S_n ⌦S OE) ⇠= T_S(S_n).
By the definition of the functor T in Proposition 4.20, this implies that for any positive
integer r, we have T_S(S
_) ⇠= Zp(r) and T_S(S_n) ⇠= (Zp/pn)(r) if '_ is given by 1 7!
c r0 E(u)
r.
For (M,'M) a (torsion) Kisin module of height r, let  M : M ! '⇤M be the unique
S-linear morphism as in Section 4.2.1 such that (1⌦ 'M)    M = c r0 E(u)rIdM and
 M   (1 ⌦ 'M) = c r0 E(u)rId'⇤M. Let (M,'M) be a Kisin module of height r. We define
the dual of M to be M_ := HomS(M,S). We have a natural isomorphism '⇤(M_)
⇠=!
HomS('⇤M,S). Let  _M : HomS('
⇤M,S) !M_ be the dual map of  M. We equip M_
with the '-semilinear endomorphism 'M_ given by the composite
1⌦ 'M_ : '⇤(M_) ⇠=! HomS('⇤M,S)  
_
M !M_.
Then (M_,'M_) is a Kisin module of height r. We have a more explicit description of
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(M_,'M_) as follows. Let (e1, . . . , eh) be a S-basis of M, and write 'M(e1, . . . , eh) =
(e1, . . . , eh)A where A is a h⇥ h matrix with coe cients in S. Then, if (e_1 , . . . , e_h) is the
dual basis of M_, we have
'M_(e
_
1 , . . . , e
_
h) = (e
_
1 , . . . , e
_
h)(c
 r
0 E(u)
r)(A 1)t.
Note that (c r0 E(u)
r)(A 1)t has coe cients in S since coker(1 ⌦ 'M) is killed by E(u)r.
From this description and Lemma 4.26, we see that T_S(M
_) ⇠= TS(M)(r) as Zp[GR˜1 ]-
modules, where we define TS(M) := HomZp(T
_
S(M),Zp) as a functor on Kisin modules.
If (M,'M) is a torsion Kisin module of height r, then we define its dual to be M_ :=
Ext1S(M,S). By Lemma 4.25, there is a '-equivariant exact sequence
0! N0 ! N!M! 0
for some Kisin modules N,N0 of height r. Since ' : S! S is flat by [6, Lemma 7.1.8], we
have the following commutative diagram with exact rows.
0 '⇤(N_) '⇤((N0)_) '⇤(M_) 0
0 HomS('⇤N,S) HomS('⇤(N0),S) Ext1S('
⇤M,S) 0
⇠= ⇠=
Since the left and middle vertical map are isomorphisms, the right vertical map is an
isomorphism. We equip M_ with the '-semilinear map 'M_ given by the composite
1⌦ 'M_ : '⇤(M_) ⇠=! Ext1S('⇤M,S)
 _M !M_,
where  _M : Ext
1
S('
⇤M,S)!M_ is the map induced by  M. Then (M_,'M_) is a torsion
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Kisin module of height r. Furthermore, we have the exact sequence of Zp[GR˜1 ]-modules
0! T_S(N_)! T_S((N0)_)! T_S(M_)! 0.
Since T_S(N
_) ⇠= TS(N)(r) and T_S((N0)_) ⇠= TS(N0)(r), we have T_S(M_) ⇠= TS(M)(r),
where we define TS(M) := HomZp(T
_
S(M),Qp/Zp) as a functor on torsion Kisin modules.
Note that if M ⇠= Li2I S/pni , then M_ ⇠= HomS(M,S[1p ]/S) ⇠= HomS(M,Sn) where
n = maxi2I ni. The following lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 4.28. Let 0!M! N! L! 0 be an exact sequence in Modtor,rS ('). Then the
induced sequence 0! L_ ! N_ !M_ ! 0 is exact in Modtor,rS (').
For torsion Kisin modules of height r, we construct morphisms to compare M with
TS(M) similarly as in [25, Section 3.1].
Proposition 4.29. (cf. [25, Proposition 3.2.1]) Let M 2 Modtor,rS ('). There exists a
natural Sur-linear morphism ◆ˆ :M⌦SSur ! TS(M)⌦ZpSur which is GR˜1-equivariant and
'-equivariant such that ◆ˆ⌦Sur OˆurE is an isomorphism.
Proof. Given Lemma 4.26, it follows from the same argument as in the proof of [25, Propo-
sition 3.2.1]:
Suppose M is killed by pn. Note that T_S(M) = HomSur,'(M ⌦S Sur,Surn ). For each
f 2 HomSur,'(M⌦SSur,Surn ), the GR˜1-action on f is defined by f (m) =  (f(  1(m⌦s)))
for any   2 GR˜1 and m⌦ s 2M⌦S Sur. We define a natural morphism ◆ˆ0 :M⌦S Sur !
HomZp(T
_
S(M),S
ur
n ) by
m⌦ s 7! (f 7! f(m⌦ s), 8f 2 T_S(M)).
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On the other hand, since T_S(M) ⇠=
L
i Zp/pni as finite Zp-modules, we have a natural
isomorphism h : HomZp(T
_
S(M),S
ur
n ) ⇠= TS(M) ⌦Zp Sur. This gives a natural morphism
◆ˆ := h   ◆ˆ0 :M⌦S Sur ! TS(M)⌦Zp Sur. From the definitions, it follows immediately that
◆ˆ is GR˜1-equivariant and '-equivariant. By Proposition 4.20 and Lemma 4.26, ◆ˆ ⌦Sur OˆurE
is an isomorphism.
By Proposition 4.29, we have the Surn -linear morphism
◆ˆ : Sur,_n ! Surn ( r)
with ◆ˆ(1) = tr. Here, t 2 Sur satisfies '(t) = c 10 E(u)t. Note that t is unique up to
multiplication by a unit in Zp. When M ⇠=
L
iS/p
ni , we further have the following
construction.
Proposition 4.30. (cf. [25, Theorem 3.2.2]) Let M 2 Modtor,rS (') such that M ⇠=L
i2I S/p
ni, and let n = maxi2I ni. Then, there exists a natural Sur-linear morphism
◆ˆ_ : TS(M)⌦Zp Sur,_ !M⌦S Sur( r)
which is GR˜1-equivariant and '-equivariant. If we identify Sur with Sur,_ by ignoring the
'-structures, then ◆ˆ_   ◆ˆ = Id⌦S tr.
Furthermore, restricting ◆ˆ_ to TS(M)⌦Zp Sf(r)n gives a natural injection
◆ˆ_ : TS(M)⌦Zp Sf(r)n !M⌦S Sf(2r)n ( r).
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Proof. Since M ⇠=Li2I S/pni , we have M_ ⇠= HomS(M,Sn), and the natural morphisms
M⌦S Sf(r)n !M⌦S Surn ! (M⌦S OE)⌦OE OurE,n
are injections (the natural map Surn ! OurE,n is injective since Sur[1p ]/Sur ! OˆurE [1p ]/OˆurE is
injective). Given these, it follows from the same argument as in the proof of [25, Theorem
3.2.2]:
First, we claim that there exists a natural isomorphism
HomS,'(S
_,M⌦S Sf(r)n )
⇠=! HomS,'(M_,Sf(r)n ) = TS(M)(r).
Indeed, it su ces by duality to construct a natural isomorphism
HomS,'(S
_,M_ ⌦S Sf(r)n )
⇠=! HomS,'(M,Sf(r)n ). (4.1)
If we ignore '-structures, then we have natural isomorphisms
HomS(S,M
_ ⌦S Sf(r)n )
⇠=!M_ ⌦S Sf(r)n
⇠=! HomS(M,Sf(r)n )
sinceM ⇠=Li2I S/pni . It remains to check that the '-structures on both sides of (4.1) cut
out the same elements under the given isomorphism. For f 2 HomS,'(S_,M_ ⌦S Sf(r)n ),
write f(1) =
P
j fj ⌦ aj with fj 2M_ and aj 2 Sf(r)n . We have
'
M_⌦Sf(r)n (f(1)) = f('S_(1)) = f(c
 r
0 E(u)
r) = c r0 E(u)
rf(1).
Let h =
P
j ajfj 2 HomS(M,Sf(r)n ). We have c r0 E(u)r
P
j ajfj =
P
j '(aj)'M_(fj).
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Thus, for any m 2M,
c r0 E(u)
rh('M(m)) =
X
j
'(aj)'M_(fj)('M(m)).
Since 'M_(fj)('M(m)) = c
 r
0 E(u)
r'(fj(m)), we have
c r0 E(u)
rh('M(m)) = c
 r
0 E(u)
r'(h(m)), and therefore h('M(m)) = '(h(m)) since E(u) is
not a zero divisor in Sn. This proves the existence of the natural isomorphism (4.1).
Now, let M = M ⌦S OE . By Proposition 4.29, we have an OˆurE -linear isomorphism
tr⌦Sur OˆurE : Our,_E,n ⇠= OurE,n( r). Thus, HomOˆurE ,'(Oˆ
ur,_
E ,M⌦OE OurE,n) = T_(M)(r). Consider
the natural maps
HomS,'(S
_,M⌦S Sf(r)n )! HomSur,'(Sur,_,M⌦S Surn )! HomOˆurE ,'(Oˆ
ur,_
E ,M ⌦OE OurE,n).
These maps are injective since the maps
M⌦S Sf(r)n !M⌦S Surn ! (M⌦S OE)⌦OE OurE,n
are injective. Since
HomS,'(S
_,M⌦S Sf(r)n ) ⇠= TS(M)(r) ⇠= HomOˆurE ,'(Oˆ
ur,_
E ,M ⌦OE OurE,n)
as finite Zp-modules, the natural map
HomSur,'(S
ur,_,M⌦S Surn )! HomOˆurE ,'(Oˆ
ur,_
E ,M ⌦OE OurE,n)
is an isomorphism. By the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 4.29, we see that
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there exists a natural '-equivariant, GR˜1-equivariant and Sur-linear morphism
◆ˆ_ : TS(M)⌦Zp Sur,_ !M⌦S Sur( r).
We claim that ◆ˆ_   ◆ˆ = Id⌦S tr. For this, if su ces to check that
(◆ˆ_ ⌦Sur OˆurE )   (◆ˆ⌦Sur OˆurE ) = IdM ⌦OE (tr ⌦Sur OˆurE ).
Note that M ⇠= Li2I OE/pni as OE -modules and T_(M) ⇠= Li2I Zp/pni as Zp-modules.
Thus, it su ces to show that
(◆ˆ⌦Sur OˆurE )   (◆ˆ_ ⌦Sur OˆurE ) = IdT_(M) ⌦Zp (tr ⌦Sur OˆurE ),
and this is clear from above constructions.
It remains to show the last statement about the restriction of ◆ˆ_. Since
◆ˆ_(TS(M)⌦Zp S_) ⇢M⌦S Sf(r)n ( r) and ◆ˆ_ is Sur-linear, it su ces to check that Sf(r)n ·
Sf(r)n ⇢ Sf(2r)n inside Surn . Let N1,N2 2 F f(r)S (Surn ), and let N be the S-submodule of
Surn generated by N1 · N2. For any x 2 N1 and y 2 N2, we have E(u)rx =
P
j aj'(xj)
and E(u)ry =
P
l bl'(yl) for some aj, bl 2 S and xj 2 N1, yl 2 N2. Thus, E(u)2rxy =P
j,l ajbl'(xjyl), and N 2 F f(2r)S (Surn ).
We now state the weak full faithfulness of the functor T_S .
Theorem 4.31. (generalizing [25, Theorem 2.4.2]) Let M,M0 2 Modtor,rS (') and
f : T_S(M
0)! T_S(M) be a morphism of Zp[GR˜1 ]-modules. Then there exists a morphism of
torsion Kisin modules f :M!M0 such that T_S(f) = pcf , where c is a constant depending
only on e and r. We have c = 0 if er < p  1.
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To prove Theorem 4.31, we first reduce to the case when M is a free Sn-module of
rank 1 similarly as in [25, Section 4]. The main di↵erence to the case R = OK is that
the “scheme theoretic closure” as given in [25, Lemma 2.3.6] does not yield a torsion Kisin
module of height r in general (cf. Remark 4.46 for the case r = 1). Instead, we study the
following natural construction.
Lemma 4.32. Let M be a finite u-torsion free Sn-module equipped with a '-semilinear
endomorphism 'M such that coker(1 ⌦ 'M) is killed by E(u)r. Suppose that M[ 1u ] :=
M ⌦S OE with Frobenius induced from 'M is an e´tale (',OE)-module which is free over
OE/pn. WriteM[1t ] :=M⌦SSn[1t ] (note thatM is t-torsion free). We define the saturation
of M to be
Sat(M) :=M[
1
u
] \M[1
t
],
by viewing both M[ 1u ] and M[
1
t ] as S-submodules of M⌦SSn[ 1ut ]. Then, we have Sat(M) 2
Modtor,rS (') and M⌦S OE = Sat(M)⌦S OE .
Proof. First, we show proj.dimS(Sat(M))  1. By the Auslander-Buchbaum Theorem, it
su ces to show that depthS(Sat(M))   2. If we have x, y 2 Sat(M) such that ux = ty,
then
y
u
=
x
t
2M[ 1
u
] \M[1
t
] = Sat(M).
Thus, the sequence (u, t) is a regular sequence, and depthS(Sat(M))   2.
Since ' : S! S is flat, we have
'⇤(Sat(M)) = S⌦',S Sat(M) = '⇤M[ 1
u
] \ '⇤M[1
t
].
Note that 1 ⌦ 'M : '⇤M ! M is injective since M is u-torsion free and M ⌦S OE is
an e´tale (',OE)-module. Its cokernel is killed by E(u)r, so there exists a S-linear map
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 M : M ! '⇤M such that (1 ⌦ 'M)    M = c r0 E(u)rIdM. This extends naturally to
 M : Sat(M) ! '⇤(Sat(M)), and we have (1 ⌦ 'M)    M = c r0 E(u)rIdSat(M). Thus,
coker(1⌦'M : '⇤(Sat(M))! Sat(M)) is killed by E(u)r, and Sat(M) 2 Modtor,rS ('). The
identity M⌦S OE = Sat(M)⌦S OE is clear.
Note that whenM as in Lemma 4.32 is killed by p, then Sat(M) is free overS1 = k[[t, u]].
Furthermore, if M 2 Modtor,rS ('), then since M is p-power torsion and depthS(M)   2 by
the Auslander-Buchbaum Theorem, we have M = Sat(M) .
Lemma 4.33. For proving Theorem 4.31, it su ces to show the statement for the following
case: f : T_S(M
0) ! T_S(M) is an isomorphism, M0 is a finite free Sn-module, and there
exists a morphism of torsion Kisin modules g :M0 !M such that T_S(g) = f 1.
Proof. Let M = M ⌦S OE , M 0 = M0 ⌦S OE , and let f˜ : M ! M 0 be the morphism of
e´tale (',OE)-modules corresponding to f by Proposition 4.20 and Lemma 4.26. We need
to show the existence of a constant c such that pcf˜(M) ⇢M0.
First, by Lemma 4.25, we have a surjection q : N !M in Modtor,rS (') with N a finite
free Sn-module. Let N = N ⌦S OE and q˜ = q ⌦S OE . Then pcf˜(M) ⇢ M0 if and only
if pcf˜   q˜(N) ⇢ M0. Thus, it su ces to prove the theorem when M is finite free over Sn.
Moreover, by taking duality, we see that it su ces to consider the case when M0 is finite
free over Sn.
Let   be the image of 1 ⇥ ( f˜) in M ⇥M 0. We have the following exact sequence of
e´tale (',OE)-modules:
0!  !M ⇥M 0 q1 !M 0 ! 0.
Here, q1 is the map induced by the natural isomorphismM
⇠=!  . LetN = Sat(q1(M⇥M0)),
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and let h :M⇥M0 ! N be the composite of morphisms
M⇥M0 q1 ! q1(M⇥M0) ,! N
of '-modules. Let i1 : M ,! M ⇥M0 and i2 : M0 ,! M ⇥M0 be the natural injections.
Note that by Lemma 4.32, N 2 Modtor,rS (') and (h   i2) ⌦S OE : M 0 ! N ⌦S OE is an
isomorphism. Moreover, ((h   i2)⌦S OE) 1   ((h   i1)⌦S OE) = f˜ .
Thus, if we can prove Theorem 4.31 for this case so that there exists g0 : N!M0 with
g0 ⌦S OE = pc((h   i2)⌦S OE) 1, then we have g⌦S OE = pcf˜ for g := g0   (h   i1).
Now we consider the case as in Lemma 4.33. The given map g : M0 ! M is injective
since g⌦S OE is an isomorphism. We consider M0 as a submodule of M. Then it su ces
to prove the following.
Lemma 4.34. Let M,M0 2 Modtor,rS (') with M0 finite free over Sn such that M0 ⇢ M
and M⌦SOE =M0⌦SOE . Then there exists a constant c depending only on e and r such
that pcM ⇢M0.
Proof. By Proposition 4.29 and 4.30, we have the commutative diagram:
M0 (TS(M0)⌦Zp Sf(r)n )GR˜1 (M0 ⌦Sn Sf(2r)n ( r))GR˜1
M (TS(M)⌦Zp Sf(r)n )GR˜1
◆ˆ ◆ˆ_
◆ˆM
Since M0 is finite free over Sn, (M0⌦Sn Sf(2r)n ( r))GR˜1 =M0⌦Sn (Sf(2r)n ( r))GR˜1 . Thus,
by Proposition 4.30, we have
◆ˆ_   ◆ˆ(M0) =M0 ⌦Sn Sn · tr ⇢ ◆ˆ_   ◆ˆM(M) ⇢M0 ⌦Sn (Sf(2r)n ( r))GR˜1 ,
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so it su ces to prove pc(Sf(2r)n ( r))GR˜1 ⇢ Sn · tr. Note further that we have
(OurE,n( r))GR˜1 = OE,n · tr from the isomorphism tr ⌦Sur OurE : Our,_E,n
⇠= ! OurE,n( r) and
Lemma 4.18. Since (Sf(2r)n ( r))GR˜1 ⇢ (OurE,n( r))GR˜1 , it su ces to show that there exists
a constant c depending only on e and r such that
pc(Sf(2r)n \OE,n · tr) ⇢ Sn · tr.
We let c = 0 if er < p  1 and c = b erp 1c(22r(rb erp 1c + 1)  1) + 1 otherwise. Consider
the base change bg : R0 ! R00 as above. Let F f(r)S0 (S0urn ) be the set of '-stable finite S0n-
submodules of S0urn such that coker(1⌦ ') is killed by E(u)r. Let S0f(r)n :=
[
N2F f(r)
S0 (S
0ur
n )
N.
Let x 2 Sf(2r)n \ OE,n · tr, and let N 2 F f(2r)S (Surn ) containing x. Then N ⌦S,bg S0 2
F f(2r)S0 (S
0ur
n ), so x 2 S0f(2r)n \ OE 0,n · tr. Since R00 ⇠= W (k((t))perf), we see from the proof of
[25, Theorem 2.4.2] that pcx 2 S0n · tr. Thus,
pcx 2 (OE,n · tr) \ (S0n · tr) = (OE,n \S0n) · tr = Sn · tr.
The following corollary is immediate.
Corollary 4.35. Suppose that M, M˜ 2 Modtor,rS (') such that T_S(M) ⇠= T_S(M˜). If we
identify M⌦S OE = M˜⌦OE (by Proposition 4.20 and Lemma 4.26), then pcM˜ ⇢M and
pcM ⇢ M˜.
As another consequence of Theorem 4.31, we have the following generalization of [18,
Proposition 2.1.12] to the case R = OK [[t]].
Corollary 4.36. The functor T_S : Mod
r
S(')! RepfreeZp (GR˜1) is fully faithful.
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Proof. Let M,N 2 ModrS('), and let f˜ : T_S(N) ! T_S(M) be a morphism of Zp[GR˜1 ]-
modules. Then by Proposition 4.20 and Lemma 4.26, we have a morphism f :M⌦SOE !
N⌦SOE of e´tale (',OE)-modules such that T_(f) = f˜ . We need to show that f(M) ⇢ N.
By Theorem 4.31, we have pcf(M/pn) ⇢ N/pn for all n   c. Since M,N are finite free
over S, we then have f(M/pn c) ⇢ N/pn c for all n   c. Thus, f(M) ⇢ N.
4.3.2 Proof of Theorem 4.4 and 4.5 for R = OK [[t]]
With the weak full faithfulness of the functor T_S , we can now prove Theorem 4.4. Let
m ⇢ R = OK [[t]] be the maximal ideal, and let U := SpecR \ {m}. We begin by proving
the following lemma about general properties of finite locally free group schemes over
R, which is used in [37] to prove purity/non-purity results for p-divisible groups. Let
bg : R0 ! R00 ⇠= W (k((t))perf) be the base change as given in Section 4.3.1.
Lemma 4.37. Let   : H1 ! H2 be a morphism of finite locally free group schemes over
R, and let Mi =M⇤(Hi) for i = 1, 2. Then,  |U : H1,U ! H2,U is a monomorphism (resp.
an isomorphism) if and only if
M⇤( )⌦S,bg W (k((t))perf)[[u]] :M2 ⌦S,bg W (k((t))perf)[[u]]!M1 ⌦S,bg W (k((t))perf)[[u]]
induced by bg is an epimorphism (resp. isomorphism).
Proof. First, we claim that  |U is an epimorphism (resp. a monomorphism) if and only if
  ⇥R,bg R0 : H1 ⇥R,bg R0 ! H2 ⇥R,bg R0
is an epimorphism (resp. a monomorphism). By Cartier duality, if su ces to show the
claim for epimorphisms (i.e. faithfully flat maps). Suppose that  ⇥R,bg R0 is faithfully flat.
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Note that the natural map R($) ! R0 is flat by the fiber criterion of flatness, and thus it
is faithfully flat since it is local. Therefore, the map
  ⇥R R($) : H1 ⇥R R($) ! H2 ⇥R R($)
is faithfully flat. In particular, the map corresponding to   between finite free R-algebras
locally defining Hi is injective, since its localization at ($) is injective. Let q 2 U be a
prime ideal not containing $, and let Rˆq be the q-adic completion of Rq. Since H1 ⇥R Rˆq
and H2 ⇥R Rˆq are e´tale over Rˆq, the map   ⇥R Rˆq is e´tale. Since the corresponding ring
morphisms are injective and finite,   ⇥R Rˆq is faithfully flat, and so   ⇥R Rq is faithfully
flat. Thus,  |U is faithfully flat. The converse is clear.
Now, note that M⇤(Hi ⇥R,bg R0) = Mi ⌦S,bg W (k((t))perf)[[u]] as torsion Kisin modules
over S0 = W (k((t))perf)[[u]] by Proposition 4.13. And if M⇤( ) ⌦S,bg W (k((t))perf)[[u]] is an
epimorphism, then its kernel has S0-projective dimension  1, so it is a torsion Kisin
module of height 1 over S0. Hence, the result follows.
Lemma 4.38. The category of finite locally free group schemes over U is equivalent to the
category of finite locally free group schemes over R.
Proof. This follows directly from [11, Lemma 6.2].
Lemma 4.39. Let H2 be a finite locally free group scheme over R. Suppose we have a
monomorphism  R[ 1p ] : H1,R[
1
p ]
! H2,R[ 1p ] of finite locally free group schemes over R[
1
p ]. Let
M2 = M⇤(H2) be the torsion Kisin module for H2, and let ↵ : M2 ⌦S OE ! M1 be the
morphism of e´tale (',OE)-modules corresponding to  R[ 1p ] via Proposition 4.20 (so that ↵
is surjective). We further assume that M1 is free over OE/pn for some n. Then, the finite
locally free group scheme corresponding to Sat(↵(M2)) agrees with H1,R[ 1p ] over R[
1
p ].
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Proof. LetH 01,U be the scheme theoretic closure ofH1,R[ 1p ]⇥SpecRU induced by  R[ 1p ]⇥SpecRU ,
as in [32, Section 2.1]. By the discrete valuation ring cases proved in [32, Section 2.1], H 01,U
is a finite locally free group scheme over U , which extends to a finite locally free group
scheme H 01 over R by Lemma 4.38. The corresponding Hopf algebra structure for H
0
1 can
be described as follows.
Let H2 be locally defined by a R-algebra A2, and let H1,R[ 1p ] be defined by R[
1
p ]-algebra
A2[
1
p ]/I via  R[ 1p ] for an ideal I of A2[
1
p ]. Let J be the pre-image of I in A2. Then, by
the proof of [11, Lemma 6.2], the R-algebra (A2/J)[
1
p ]
T
(A2/J)[
1
t ] has the induced Hopf
algebra structure defining the group scheme H 01 over R. Note that (A2/J)[
1
p ]
T
(A2/J)[
1
t ]
has R-depth 2 and therefore is projective over R by the Auslander-Buchbaum Theorem.
We have H 0
1,R[ 1p ]
= H1,R[ 1p ].
Let M1 := M⇤(H 01) be the corresponding torsion Kisin module. Then, M1[
1
u ] =
↵(M2)[
1
u ]. Furthermore, M1 ⌦S,bg W (k((t))perf)[[u]] = ↵(M2) ⌦S,bg W (k((t))perf)[[u]] by the
construction. Note that {Spec(W (k((t))perf)[[u]]/pn), Spec(OE,n[1t ])} is an fpqc covering of
Spec(Sn[
1
t ]). So by fpqc descent, we have M1[
1
t ] = ↵(M2)[
1
t ]. Thus, M1 = Sat(↵(M2)),
and the result follows.
Let M 2 Modtor,rS (') such that M := M ⌦S OE is a finite free OE,n-module. For
0  i  j  n, we let
Mi,j := Sat(ker(piM
pj i  ! pjM)).
By Lemma 4.32,Mi,j 2 Modtor,rS (') andMi,j⌦SOE ⇠= M/pj i. Note that for any s  j  i,
we have psMi,j[1t ] =M
s+i,j[1t ]. Furthermore, for any l   0 such that l+ j  n, the natural
injections pi+lM ,! piM and pj+lM ,! pjM induce the map
↵i,j,l :Mi+l,j+1 !Mi,j.
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↵i,j,l ⌦S OE is an isomorphism. In particular, for l = 1 and i = j, we have the following
chain
Mn 1,n ⇢ · · · ⇢M1,2 ⇢M0,1 ⇢M/p (4.2)
such that Mi,i+1 ⌦S OE =M/p for 0  i  n  1.
Lemma 4.40. (cf. [25, Lemma 4.2.4]) In the chain (4.2) as above, if there exist i0 and s
such that
Mi0+s 1,i0+s = · · · =Mi0+1,i0+2 =Mi0,i0+1,
then Mi0,i0+s[1t ] is finite free over Ss[
1
t ].
Proof. This can be proved by essentially the same argument as in the proof of [25, Lemma
4.2.4], as follows.
For any 0  m  s, let  m = Mi0+(s m),i0+s[1t ]. We have  m = ps m s. We claim that
 m+1/pm =  m. For this, consider the following commutative diagram:
 m+1  m+1
 1 Mi0+(s m 1),i0+(s m)[1t ]
pm
 
↵
 
Here, ↵ := ↵i0+(s m 1),i0+(s m),m ⌦S S[1t ], which is an isomorphism by the assumption.  
is the map induced by pm : pi0+(s m 1)M ! pi0+(s 1)M and it is surjective.   is the map
induced by pm : pi0+(s m)M! pi0+sM and it is injective. The diagram is commutative since
it is commutative after tensoring with OE . Since   is surjective and ↵ is an isomorphism,
 m+1/pm = coker( ). On the other hand, by the Snake Lemma and diagram chasing, we
have coker( ) = ker(pi0+(s m)M
pm ! pi0+sM)[1t ] =  m. Thus,  m+1/pm =  m.
Now, we prove that  m is finite free over Sm[
1
t ] by induction on m. Since  1 is finite
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torsion free as a k[[u, t]][1t ]-module, the case m = 1 is obvious. Suppose that  m is a free
Sm[
1
t ]-module of rank h. Choose x1, . . . , xh 2  m+1 such that {px1, . . . , pxh} is a basis of of
 m. By Nakayama’s lemma, x1, . . . , xh generate  m+1. Thus, we have a natural surjection
f :
Lh
i=1Sm+1[
1
t ]!  m+1. Since M/pm+1 is a free OE,m+1-module of rank h, f ⌦SOE is a
bijection. Since  m+1 is u-torsion free, f is injective, and therefore  m+1 is finite free over
Sm+1[
1
t ]. Thus, M
i0,i0+s[1t ] =  s is finite free over Ss[
1
t ].
Lemma 4.41. Let M 2 Modtor,rS (') such that M :=M⌦SOE is a finite free OE,n-module.
Let n   2c + 1. Then M˜ := Sat(ker(pcM pn 2c   ! pn cM)) 2 Modtor,rS (') is a Sn 2c-module
such that M˜⌦S OE ⇠= M/pn 2c and M˜[1t ] is finite free over Sn 2c[1t ].
Proof. We use the same notation as above. By Lemma 4.40, it su ces to show that
Mn c 1,n c = Mc,c+1. Note that we have a natural injection pn c 1M ,! M0,c+1, which
induces the injection f : Sat(pn c 1M) ,! M0,c+1. Since f ⌦S OE is an isomorphism,
we have pcM0,c+1 ⇢ Sat(pn c 1M) by Corollary 4.35. But pcM0,c+1 is killed by p, so
Mc,c+1 = Sat(pcM0,c+1) ⇢Mn c 1,n c.
Let G = (Gn)n 0 be a p-divisible group over R[1p ], and suppose that for each n, Gn
extends to a finite locally free group scheme Gn,R over R. Let M 2 Mode´t,prOE (') be the
e´tale (',OE)-module associated with G via the equivalence in Proposition 4.20, and let
Mn :=M/pn 2 Mode´t,torOE ('). For each n, let Mn :=M⇤(Gn,R) 2 Modtor,1S (') be the torsion
Kisin module of height 1. We have Mn ⌦S OE ⇠= Mn.
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let M0n := M
2c,n+2c
n+3c 2 Modtor,1S ('). Note that M0n ⌦S OE ⇠= Mn.
By Lemma 4.41, Mc,n+2cn+3c [
1
t ] is finite free over Sn+c[
1
t ], so M
0
n[
1
t ] = p
cMc,n+2cn+3c [
1
t ] is finite free
over Sn[
1
t ]. Since M
c+1,n+1+2c
n+1+3c ⌦S OE = Mc,n+2cn+3c ⌦S OE , we have pcMc+1,n+1+2cn+1+3c ⇢ Mc,n+2cn+3c
and pcMc,n+2cn+3c ⇢ Mc+1,n+1+2cn+1+3c by Corollary 4.35. Since both Mc+1,n+1+2cn+1+3c [1t ] and Mc,n+2cn+3c [1t ]
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are finite free Sn+c[
1
t ]-modules, we have p
cMc+1,n+1+2cn+1+3c [
1
t ]
⇠= pcMc,n+2cn+3c [1t ]. Thus,
pM0n+1[
1
t
] = pcpMc,n+1+2cn+1+3c [
1
t
] = pcMc+1,n+1+2cn+1+3c [
1
t
] ⇠= pcMc,n+2cn+3c [
1
t
] =M0n[
1
t
],
i.e., pM0n+1[
1
t ]
⇠=M0n[1t ]. This implies
pM0n+1 ⌦S,bg S0 ⇠=M0n ⌦S,bg S0. (4.3)
Let GU,n be the restriction to U of the finite locally free group scheme over R corre-
sponding to M0n. Note that by Lemma 4.38, any morphism of finite locally free group
schemes over U extends uniquely to a morphism of finite locally free group scheme over R.
Since M0n ⌦S,bg S0 is finite free over S0n, we then have by Lemma 4.37 the following exact
sequence of finite locally free group schemes over U for each 1  i  n  1:
0! GU,n[pi]! GU,n ! GU,n[pn i]! 0.
By Corollary 4.35, we have an injective morphism of '-modules Sat(pc+1M0n+1)! Sat(M0n) =
M0n since pM
0
n+1 ⌦S OE ⇠=M0n ⌦S OE , and by (4.3) and Lemma 4.37, this induces the iso-
morphism GU,n+1[pi] ⇠= GU,n[pi] for each 1  i  n  c. We thus obtain a p-divisible group
(GU,n+c[pn])n 1 over U , and we see from the construction of M0n and Lemma 4.39 that it is
an extension of G.
It remains to show the uniqueness. Suppose (G00U,n)n 1 is another p-divisible group
over U extending G. Let G00n be the finite locally free group scheme over R extending
G00U,n by Lemma 4.38, and let M
00
n = M
⇤(G00n). We have M
0
n ⌦S OE = M00n ⌦S OE . Since
both M0n ⌦S,bg S0 and M00n ⌦S,bg S0 are free over S0n, we see by Corollary 4.35 (applied
to the index n + c for each n   1) that M0n ⌦S,bg S0 = M00n ⌦S,bg S0. Hence, by the
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fpqc descent as in the proof of Lemma 4.39, we have M0n =M
00
n. This implies GU,n+c[p
n] ⇠=
G00U,n.
We now recall some results about purity for p-divisible groups proved in [37].
Definition 4.42. (cf. [37, Definition 2]) Let S be a Noetherian local ring with maximal
ideal n such that depthS   2. We say that S is p-quasi-healthy if each p-divisible group
over SpecS \ {n} extends uniquely to a p-divisible group over SpecS.
Lemma 4.43. (cf. [37, Lemma 20]) Let S be a complete Noetherian local ring of dimension
2 with maximal ideal n. Then S is p-quasi-healthy if and only if each short exact sequence
of finite locally free group schemes over SpecS \ {n} extends uniquely to a short exact
sequence of finite locally free group schemes over SpecS.
Proof. This is a part of [37, Lemma 20].
As a corollary to Lemma 4.43, the following is proved in [37].
Corollary 4.44. (cf. [37, Corollary 4]) Suppose that the ramification index e  p   1.
Then, R = OK [[t]] is p-quasi-healthy.
Thus, we see from Theorem 4.4 that in the case e  p   1, G extends to a p-divisible
group over R uniquely up to isomorphism. This completes the proof for Theorem 4.5 for
R = OK [[t]].
4.3.3 A Counter-example to Extending G over R
In this section, we show that G as in Theorem 4.4 does not extend to the whole SpecR in
general when e   p. For this, we use the counter-example to p-quasi-healthiness given in
[37], which we recall here.
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Proposition 4.45. (cf. [37, Theorem 28]) Let R = OK [[t]] with the ramification index
e   p. Then, R is not p-quasi-healthy.
Proof. We first construct a homomorphism   : D ! H of finite locally free group schemes
over R which is not a monomorphism but whose restriction to U is a monomorphism. Let
M = S31 2 Modtor,1S (') with 'M given by the following matrix:0BBBB@
0 0 up
t  tpup 1 u (u  tp 1)(t  tpup 1)
up 1 0 up 1(u  tp 1)
1CCCCA .
Then coker(1⌦ 'M) is killed by up. We let H be the finite locally free group scheme over
R corresponding to M.
Let N = S1 with 'N given by the multiplication by up, and let D be the finite locally
free group scheme corresponding to N. The S-linear map ↵ : M ! N given by the
matrix (t, u, tu) is '-equivariant. Since ↵ is not surjective, the homomorphism   : D ! H
associated to ↵ is not a monomorphism. Note that the natural base change of ↵ by
bg : S ! W (k((t))perf)[[u]] is surjective. This shows by Lemma 4.37 that  U : DU ! HU is
a monomorphism.
Now, by [2, Theorem 3.1.1] (or by Lemma 4.25), there exists an embedding h : H ! G0R
into a p-divisible group G0R over R, and denote by G
0
U the restriction of G
0
R to U . Then
hU    U : DU ! G0U is an embedding, and let GU = G0U/DU , which is a p-divisible group
over U . We claim that GU does not extend to a p-divisible group over SpecR:
Suppose that GU extends to GR over R. Since the quotient map fU : G0U ! GU is an
isogeny, there exists a morphism gU : GU ! G0U such that fU   gU = pN and gU   fU = pN
for some integer N . Then by Lemma 4.38, the induced morphisms f : G0R ! GR and
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g : GR ! G0R satisfy f   g = pN and g   f = pN . So f is an isogeny, and kerf is a finite
locally free group scheme. But kerf |U⇠= DU , so kerf ⇠= D. In particular, h     : D ! G0R
is a monomorphism, which contradicts that   is not a monomorphism.
Remark 4.46. Note that the proof of Proposition 4.45 also shows that over R, the scheme
theoretic closure as in [32] does not yield a finite locally free group scheme in general.
For D,H as in the proof, the scheme theoretic closure of  R[ 1p ] : DR[
1
p ]
! HR[ 1p ] inside H
should be equal to D if it were a finite locally free scheme, since every finite locally free
group scheme over U extends uniquely to that over R. However,   : D ! H is not a
monomorphism as shown in the proof.
We continue to assume that e   p. Let GU be the p-divisible group over U given in
Proposition 4.45, so that GU does not extend to a p-divisible group over R. For each n,
the finite locally free group scheme GU [pn] over U extends uniquely to SpecR by Lemma
4.38, and let Mn 2 Modtor,1S (') be the corresponding torsion Kisin module. Let G be the
restriction of GU to SpecR[
1
p ].
Suppose that G extends to a p-divisible group over R, and let M0 2 Mod1S(') be the
corresponding Kisin module. Let M0n = M
0/pn 2 Modtor,1S ('), which is a finite free Sn-
module. Note that Mn ⌦S OE ⇠= M0n ⌦S OE as the corresponding finite locally free group
schemes agree over the generic fiber R[1p ]. Thus, the base change bg : S ! S0 induces an
isomorphism
Mn ⌦S,bg S0 ⇠=M0n ⌦S,bg S0 (4.4)
as '-modules by [25, Corollary 4.2.5].
By Corollary 4.35, we have an injection pc(M0n)
_ = (M0n c)
_ ,!M_n . Note that we have
the natural map of torsion Kisin modules Mn c ! Mn induced from the quotient map
GU [pn] ! GU [pn c], and let M_n ! M_n c be the dual map. Consider the composite map
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(Mn c)0_ ,! M_n ! M_n c. By taking dual, we get the morphism Mn c ! M0n c. Then,
by (4.4) and Lemma 4.37, the corresponding morphism restricted to U is an isomorphism.
So Mn c ⇠= M0n c by Lemma 4.38. But as M0 is a Kisin module, this contradicts to the
assumption that GU does not extend to R. Therefore, G as above does not extend to a
p-divisible group over R. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3.
4.4 R = OKht±1i Case
We now consider the case when R = OKht±1i. We fix the Frobenius ' on R0 to be given
by t 7! tp. We study various base change maps and apply the results for the cases when R
is a discrete valuation ring and when R = OK [[t]]. An additional ingredient is the finiteness
result on the moduli of connections from [36].
4.4.1 Base Changes
We consider the natural '-equivariant map bg : R0 ! R00 ⇠= W (k(t)perf) where R00 is
the p-adic completion of lim !'(R0)(p). This induces the base change bg : R ! R0 ⇠=
W (k(t)perf) ⌦W (k) OK . Denote S0 := R00[[u]]. For q 2 mSpecR, let bq : R0 ! Rˆ0,R0\q
be the natural '-equivariant map where Rˆ0,R0\q is the (R0 \ q)-adic completion of R0,R0\q.
This induces the base change bq : R ! Rˆq ⇠= Rˆ0,R0\q ⌦W (k) OK , where Rˆq is the q-adic
completion of Rq. By the structure theorem for complete regular local rings, we have
Rˆ0,R0\q ⇠= W (kq)[[s]] where kq := Rq/q. Note that the Frobenius ' on Rˆ0,R0\q ⇠= W (kq)[[s]]
induced by bq does not necessarily map s 7! sp, but it is immediate to check that all the
constructions and results in Section 4.3.1 for Kisin modules and torsion Kisin modules
remain to hold by the same proofs. Denote Sq := Rˆ0,R0\q[[u]].
For M a finite Sn-module which is u-torsion free, we let Mg := M ⌦S,bg S0 the S0n-
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module induced by bg, and let Mq :=M⌦S,bq Sq induced by bq similarly.
Lemma 4.47. Let M be a finite u-torsion free Sn-module equipped with '-linear endo-
morphism 'M such that coker(1 ⌦ 'M) is killed by E(u)r. Suppose that M := R0 ⌦',S M
is equipped with a topologically quasi-nilpotent integrable connection r :M!M⌦R0 ⌦ˆR0
commuting with Frobenius. Assume that M[ 1u ] := M ⌦S OE with Frobenius induced from
'M is an e´tale (',OE)-module which is projective over OE,n. We define the saturation of
M to be
Sat(M) :=Mg
\
M[
1
u
].
Then, we have Sat(M) 2 Mod1S(',r), and Sat(M)[ 1u ] =M[ 1u ].
Proof. First, note that Sat(M) is finite over S, since M[ 1u ] is finite projective over OE,n so
Sat(M) ⇢ u lM as S-modules for some integer l.
'M on M extends naturally to a '-semilinear endomorphism 'M : Sat(M)! Sat(M).
By [6, Lemma 7.1.8], ' : S ! S is flat. Thus, since M is u-torsion free and M ⌦S OE
is an e´tale (',OE)-module, 1 ⌦ 'M : '⇤M !M is injective. There exists a S-linear map
 M : M ! '⇤M such that (1 ⌦ 'M)    M = c r0 E(u)rIdM. This extends naturally to
 M : Sat(M) ! '⇤(Sat(M)), and we have (1 ⌦ 'M)    M = c r0 E(u)rIdSat(M). Hence,
coker(1⌦ 'M : '⇤(Sat(M))! Sat(M)) is killed by E(u)r.
Since ⌦ˆR0 ⇠= R0dt, we have the natural induced connection
r : R0 ⌦',S Sat(M)! (R0 ⌦',S Sat(M))⌦R0 ⌦ˆR0
which is topologically quasi-nilpotent and integrable, and commutes with Frobenius.
It remains to show that the S-projective dimension of Sat(M)  1. For each q 2
mSpecR, Rˆq ⇠= (W (kq)⌦W (k)OK)[[s]], and we define the saturation of Mq as a module over
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Sq to be Sat(Mq) :=Mq[
1
u ] \Mq[1s ] as in Lemma 4.32.
Let k˜ be a composite field of k(t)perf and kq((s))perf . Note that
{Spec(W (k˜)[[u]]/pn), Spec(Sq,n[ 1
u
][
1
s
])}
is an fpqc covering of Spec(Sq,n[
1
s ]). So by fpqc descent, Sat(M) ⌦S Sq[1s ] = Sat(Mq)[1s ]
since they agree over the fpqc covering. This implies by the definition of Sat(M) that
Sat(M) ⌦S,bq Sq = Sat(Mq). Thus, the Sq-projective dimension of Sat(M) ⌦S,bq Sq  1
for each q 2 mSpecR, and hence S-projective dimension of Sat(M)  1.
4.4.2 Moduli of Connections
To construct a system of torsion Kisin modules with compatible connections, we use a
finiteness result on the number of such connections at each level. This follows from the
construction of moduli of connections in [36] which we recall here. In this subsection, we
work over a general base ring R = R0 ⌦W (k) OK where R0 is unramified-good.
Suppose that for each n   1, we are given Nn 2 Modtor,1S (',r) a torsion Kisin module
of height 1 such that Nn is projective of rank h over S/pn and there exists a S-linear
isomorphism pNn+1 ⇠= Nn which is '-equivariant but not necessarily compatible with
the connections. We let N = lim  nNn 2 Mod
1
S(') a Kisin module of height 1, and let
N = R0 ⌦',S N. Note that N is a frame as defined in [23, 2.1]. Fix an R0-direct factor
N 1 ⇢ N lifting Fil1N /pN ⇢ N /pN , and let N˜ := '⇤(N + 1pN 1) ⇢ N [1p ].
By passing to a Zariski covering of Spf(R0, p), we may assume that N 1,N /N 1 and ⌦ˆR0
are all free over R0. Fix an R0-basis of N adapted to the direct factor N 1. For each n   1,
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we mean by a connection on R0/pn ⌦R0 N an additive morphism
rn : R0/pn ⌦R0 N ! R0/pn ⌦R0 N ⌦R0 ⌦ˆR0
which satisfies the Leibnitz rule (i.e., rn(ax) = arn(x)+x⌦da for a 2 R0/pn and x 2 N ).
Note that if the Frobenius ' on R0/pn+1 ⌦R0 N is horizontal for a connection rn+1, then
the induced connection rn on R0/pn ⌦R0 N satisfies the following commutative diagram:
R0/pn ⌦R0 N˜ R0/pn ⌦R0 N˜ ⌦R0 ⌦ˆR0
R0/pn ⌦R0 N R0/pn ⌦R0 N ⌦R0 ⌦ˆR0
'⇤(rn)
1⌦'N (1⌦'N )⌦id⌦ˆR0
rn
(4.5)
Here, '⇤(rn) is defined by choosing an arbitrary lift of rn over R0/pn+1, which does not
depend on the choice of such a lift (cf. [36, 3.1.1(9)]).
Now, if we are given a connection rn satisfying the commutative diagram (4.5), then
the lifts rn+1 which satisfies (4.5) for n+1 correspond to the solutions of an Artin-Schreier
system of equation over R0/p in the form x = B'(x) + Cn, as given in [36, 3.2 (15)]. In
particular, we see from the proof of [36, Theorem 2.4.1] that the number of such lifts is
finite. Hence, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 4.48. In the situation as above, we can equip R0 ⌦',S N with a topolog-
ically quasi-nilpotent integrable connection r commuting with Frobenius, so that N 2
Mod1S(',r).
Proof. Let Nn = R0 ⌦',S Nn. By assumption, we note that R0 ⌦',S Nn is equipped with
a connection rNn which is integrable, topologically quasi-nilpotnent, and compatible with
Frobenius. Denote by Sn the multiset {R0/pn ⌦R0 rNk | k   n+ 1} of connections on Nn.
Note that for each k   n + 1, R0/pn ⌦R0 rNk satisfies the commutative diagram (4.5) for
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n. We construct a system of connections rn on Nn inductively as follows. For n = 1, since
the number of isomorphism classes of elements in S1 is finite, we have by the Pigeon Hole
Principle that there exists a connection r1 on N1 which is isomorphic to infinitely many
elements in the multiset S1. And when we are given a choice of connection rn, we have
that the number of isomorphism classes of elements in Sn+1 which lift rn is finite. So we
can choose a connection rn+1 on Nn+1 lifting rn which is isomorphic to infinitely many
elements in Sn+1.
Now, let r = lim  nrn be the connection on R0 ⌦',S N. Then, r commutes with
Frobenius, and is integrable and topologically quasi-nilpotent by [36, Theorem 3.2].
4.4.3 Proof of Theorem 4.5 for R = OKht±1i
We now complete the proof of Theorem 4.5. Let G = (Gn)n 0 be a p-divisible group over
R[1p ] of height h, and suppose that for each n, Gn extends to a finite locally free group
scheme Gn,R over R. LetM 2 Mode´t,prOE (') be the e´tale '-module of rank h corresponding to
G, and let Mn := M/pn 2 Mode´t,torOE ('). For each n, let Mn := M⇤(Gn,R) 2 Modtor,1S (',r)
be the corresponding torsion Kisin module of height 1. We have Mn ⌦S OE ⇠= Mn. Let
M0n := Sat(ker(p
2cMn+3c
pn ! pn+2cMn+3c)), where the constant c is as defined in Section
4.3.1. By Lemma 4.47, M0n 2 Mod1S(',r).
Suppose that e  p  1.
Proposition 4.49. For each n   1, M0n is projective over S/pn. Furthermore, if we
identify pM0n+1 ⌦S OE =M0n ⌦S OE , then pM0n+1 =M0n.
Proof. We apply the results in Section 4.3.2 for each base change bq where q 2 mSpecR.
From the proof of Lemma 4.47, we see that
M0n,q = Sat(ker(p
2cMn+3c,q
pn ! pn+2cMn+3c,q)).
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Since e  p   1, we then have by Lemma 4.43 and Theorem 4.15 that M0n,q is projective
over Sq/pn, by the same argument as in Section 4.3.2 using Lemma 4.41. Thus, M0n is
projective over S/pn.
Considering both M0n and pM
0
n+1 as S-submodules of M
0
n ⌦S OE , let
M˜ = coker(M0n ,!M0n + pM0n+1).
Then M˜⌦S Sq = 0 for each q 2 mSpecR, since
M0n,q = pM
0
n+1,q
by the results in Section 4.3. Thus, M˜ = 0 and pM0n+1 ⇢ M0n. We similarly have M0n ⇢
pM0n+1, and hence pM
0
n+1 =M
0
n.
Now, by applying Lemma 4.39 for each base change bq with q 2 mSpecR, we see from
the construction ofM0n that the finite locally free group scheme corresponding toM
0
n agrees
with Gn over R[
1
p ]. Thus, by Proposition 4.48, G extends to a p-divisible group over R.
The uniqueness follows from [35, Theorem 4].
4.5 Higher Dimensional Case with e < p   1 and Barsotti-Tate
Representations
4.5.1 Higher Dimensional Case with e < p  1
We now study the case when the base ring has a higher dimension and the ramification index
e < p   1. We first recall the following Weierstrass Preparation Theorem proved in [38].
For S = W (k)[[t1, . . . , td]][[u]] and f =
P
i 0 ai(t)u
i 2 Sn with ai(t) 2 W (k)[[t1, . . . , td]]/pn,
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we define the u-order of f to be
ordu(f) := min{i | ai(t) 2 W (k)[[t1, . . . , td]]/pn is a unit}.
Theorem 4.50. (cf. [38, Corollary 3.2]) Let S = W (k)[[t1, . . . , td]][[u]], and let f 2 Sn with
ordu(f) = l. Then, there exists a unit ✏ 2 Sn and a polynomial F 2 (W (k)[[t1, . . . , td]]/pn)[u]
of degu(F ) = l such that F ⌘ ul mod (p, t1, . . . , td) and f = ✏F .
Proof. This is a special case of [38, Corollary 3.2].
Theorem 4.51. Let R = OK [[t1, . . . , td]] or R = OKht±11 , . . . , t±1d i, and suppose that e <
p   1. Let G = (Gn)n 1 be a p-divisible group over R[1p ] such that for each n, Gn extends
to a finite locally free group scheme Gn,R over R. Then G extends to a p-divisible group
over R uniquely up to isomorphism.
Proof. Let bg : R0 ! R00 ⇠= W ((Frac(R0/p))perf) be the natural '-equivariant map, where
R00 is the p-adic completion of lim !'(R0)(p). We then have the induced base change bg :
R ! W ((Frac(R0/p))perf) ⌦W (k) OK . Let M 2 Mode´t,prOE (') be the e´tale (',OE)-module
corresponding to G, and letMn :=M/pn 2 Mode´t,torOE ('). For each n, letMn :=M⇤(Gn,R) 2
Modtor,1S (',r) be the torsion Kisin module of height 1. We have Mn ⌦S OE ⇠= Mn.
We first consider the case R = OK [[t1, . . . , td]], which we equip with the Frobenius
given by ti 7! tpi . Let b0 : R0 ! W (k) be the base change given by ti 7! 0. Let Ik
be the k-th Fitting ideal of Mn over Sn. Let Ik,g and Ik,0 be the k-th Fitting ideal
of Mn ⌦S,bg W ((Frac(R0/p))perf)[[u]] over W ((Frac(R0/p))perf)[[u]]/pn and the k-th Fitting
ideal of Mn ⌦S,b0 W (k)[[u]] over W (k)[[u]]/pn respectively. Note that Ik,g and Ik,0 are given
by the images of Ik under the corresponding base change maps.
Let h be the height of G. From the uniqueness of finite flat group scheme models over
a discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristics with e < p  1, we see that
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Mn ⌦S,bg W ((Frac(R0/p))perf)[[u]] is free of rank h over W ((Frac(R0/p))perf)[[u]]/pn, and
Mn ⌦S,b0 W (k)[[u]] is free of rank h over W (k)[[u]]/pn. Thus,
Ik,g =
8><>: 0 if k < hW ((Frac(R0/p))perf)[[u]]/pn if k   h,
and
Ik,0 =
8><>: 0 if k < hW (k)[[u]]/pn if k   h.
This implies
Ik =
8><>: 0 if k < hSn if k   h,
which shows that Mn is projective of rank h over Sn.
Now, identify pMn+1 ⌦S OE =Mn =Mn ⌦S OE , and consider both Mn and pMn+1 as
Sn-submodules of Mn. Mn and pMn+1 are free over Sn, and we have
Mn ⌦S,bg W ((Frac(R0/p))perf)[[u]] = pMn+1 ⌦S,bg W ((Frac(R0/p))perf)[[u]] (4.6)
and
Mn ⌦S,b0 W (k)[[u]] = pMn+1 ⌦S,b0 W (k)[[u]] (4.7)
from the uniqueness result for the discrete valuation ring cases. Let (e1, . . . , eh) (resp.
(e01, . . . , e
0
h)) be a Sn-basis for Mn (resp. pMn+1) inside Mn. Since pMn+1 ⌦S OE =Mn =
Mn ⌦S OE , we have
(e1, . . . , eh) = (e
0
1, . . . , e
0
h)A
where A is a h⇥h matrix with coe cients in OE,n such that detA is a unit in OE,n. By (4.6),
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A has coe cients in OE,n \ (W ((Frac(R0/p))perf)[[u]]/pn) = Sn. We can assume detA = ul
by Theorem 4.50. We then have l = 0 by (4.7), and pMn+1 =Mn. Thus, M := lim  nMn is
a Kisin module of height 1, whose corresponding p-divisible group over R extends G.
Now we consider the case R = OKht±11 , . . . , t±1d i. For each q 2 mSpecR, let bq : R0 !
Rˆ0,R0\q be the natural '-equivariant map where Rˆ0,R0\q is the (R0 \ q)-adic completion
of R0,R0\q. This induces the base change bq : R ! Rˆq ⇠= Rˆ0,R0\q ⌦W (k) OK , where Rˆq is
the q-adic completion of Rq. By the structure theorem for complete regular local rings, we
have Rˆ0,R0\q ⇠= W (kq)[[s1, . . . , sd]] where kq := Rq/q. Denote Sq := Rˆ0,q\R0 [[u]].
By the above result for the case of a formal power series over a discrete valuation ring,
M ⌦S,bq Sq is projective over Sq/pn for each q 2 mSpecR. Thus, Mn is projective over
Sn. Identify pMn+1 ⌦S OE = Mn = Mn ⌦S OE , and consider both Mn and pMn+1 as
Sn-submodules of Mn (forgetting the connections). Let M˜ = coker(Mn ,!Mn + pMn+1).
Then M˜ ⌦S Sq = 0 for each q 2 mSpecR, by the result above for the formal power
series base ring. Thus, pMn+1 = Mn as '-modules. By Proposition 4.48, G extends to a
p-divisible group over R.
In both cases, the uniqueness follows from [35, Theorem 4].
Above proof can be easily generalized to show the following theorem.
Theorem 4.52. Let X be a (formally) smooth geometrically connected scheme over OK
with e < p   1. Suppose that X can be covered by finitely many a ne open subschemes
SpecAi such that Ai is good.
Let G = (Gn)n 1 be a p-divisible group over X ⇥Zp Qp such that each Gn extends to a
finite locally free group scheme Gn,X over X . Then G extends to a p-divisible group over
X .
Proof. Note that for each maximal ideal q ⇢ Ai, by Lemma 4.7 and the structure theorem of
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complete regular local rings, the q-adic completion of Ai,q is a formal power series ring over
W (kq)⌦W (k)OK where kq := Ai/q. By Theorem 4.51 and faithfully flat descent, Gn,X [pi] is
a locally free group scheme over X for each n and i. From the proof of Theorem 4.51, we
see that M⇤(Gn,X [pi] ⇥X SpecAj) = M⇤(Gn+1,X [pi] ⇥X SpecAj) as '-modules (forgetting
the connections) for each n, i, j. Thus, the result follows from Proposition 4.48.
4.5.2 Relation to Barsotti-Tate Representations in the Relative Case
We study how the above results are related to Barsotti-Tate representations. Let X be a
(formally) smooth geometrically connected scheme over OK , and let G be the e´tale funda-
mental group of X ⇥OK K. Recall that we say a Qp-representation of G is Barsotti-Tate
if it arises from a p-divisible group over X . For a Zp-represenation L of G, we say it is
Barsotti-Tate if L⌦Zp Qp is Barsotti-Tate.
Proposition 4.53. Suppose e  p   1 and X has dimension 2. Suppose further that X
satisfies the assumption as in Theorem 4.52.
If a Zp-representation L of G is Barsotti-Tate, then there exists a p-divisible group G
over X such that Tp(G) ⇠= L as Zp[G]-modules.
Proof. Since L is Barsotti-Tate, there exists a p-divisible group G0 over X such that L⌦Zp
Qp ⇠= Tp(G0) ⌦Zp Qp as Qp-representations of G. Let G˜0 := G0 ⇥OK K, and let L0 be the
Zp-representation of G corresponding to G˜0. Let G˜ be the p-divisible group over X ⇥OK K
corresponding to L.
Since pnL ⇢ L0 and pnL0 ⇢ L for some positive integer n, we have an isogeny f : G˜0 ! G˜.
Let H˜ := ker(f), which is a finite locally free group scheme over X ⇥OK K. Then, we have
a closed embedding h : H˜ ,! G˜0[pm] for some positive integer m. Note that G˜0[pm] extends
to a finite locally free group scheme G0[pm] over X .
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Let H be the scheme theoretic closure over X obtained from h, as in [32, Section 2]. We
claim that H is a finite locally free group scheme over X . For this, consider an a ne open
subscheme SpecAi ⇢ X as in the assumption in Theorem 4.52. For each maximal ideal
q ⇢ Ai, denote by Aˆi,q the q-adic completion of Ai,q. By the result for the case of discrete
valuation base rings and Lemma 4.38 and 4.43 using e  p  1, we see that H ⇥X SpecAˆi,q
is a finite locally free group scheme. Thus, by faithfully flat descent, H is a finite locally
free group scheme.
h induces a closed embedding H ,! G0[pm], and G := G0/H is a p-divisible group over
X . It is clear from the construction that Tp(G) ⇠= L as Zp[G]-modules.
As an immediate corollary to Proposition 4.53, we have the following.
Theorem 4.54. Let e < p   1, and suppose that X has dimension 2 and satisfies the
assumption in Theorem 4.52. Let L be a Zp-representation of G. Suppose that for each
positive integer n, L/pn is torsion Barsotti-Tate, in the sense that there exist G-stable
Zp-lattices T 0n ⇢ Tn inside a Barsotti-Tate Qp-representation such that L/pn ⇠= Tn/T 0n as
Zp[G]-modules.
Then, L is Barsotti-Tate.
Proof. Let G˜ be the p-divisible group over X ⇥OKK corresponding to L. Note that G˜[pn] is
the finite locally free group scheme over X ⇥OK K corresponding to L/pn. Since Tn, T 0n are
Barsotti-Tate, we see from Proposition 4.53 and its proof that there exist p-divisible groups
G1n, G
2
n over X with an isogeny fn : G2n ! G1n such that Tp(G1n) ⇠= Tn and Tp(G2n) ⇠= T 0n as
Zp[G]-modules and that fn induces the inclusion T 0n ⇢ Tn.
ker(fn) is a finite locally free group scheme over X which extends G˜[pn]. Thus, by
Theorem 4.52, G˜ extends to a p-divisible group G over X . Since Tp(G) ⇠= L as Zp[G]-
modules, L is Barsotti-Tate.
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Corollary 4.55. Let e < p  1, and suppose that X has dimension 2 and satisfies the as-
sumption in Theorem 4.52. Then being Barsotti-Tate as a representation of G is a Zariski-
closed condition.
Proof. It follows formally by applying the Schlessinger’s criteria (cf. Theorem 3.29 and [31,
Proposition 1.2]).
Theorem 4.56. Let e   p and X = SpecOK [[t]]. Then, there exists a Zp-representation
L of G such that L/pn is torsion Barsotti-Tate for each positive integer n but L is not
Barsotti-Tate.
Proof. By Theorem 4.3, there exists a p-divisible group G˜ over X ⇥OK K such that each
G˜[pn] extends to a finite locally free group scheme over X but G˜ does not extend to a
p-divisible group over X . Let L be the Zp-representation of G corresponding to G˜. Since
every finite locally free group scheme over X embeds into a p-divisible group, L/pn is torsion
Barsotti-Tate for each n. However, L is not Barsotti-Tate since G˜ does not extend over
X .
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